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Early Requirements Engineering is the phase of the software development process that
is concerned with understanding the organizational context of a system, and the goals and
social dependencies of its stakeholders. Formal Methods techniques have a great potential
as a powerful means for speci cation, early debugging and certi cation of software. So
far, however, their application to early requirements modeling and analysis has been
limited by a mismatch between the concepts used for describing early requirements and
the constructs o ered by formal speci cation languages.
This thesis describes an approach that bridges the gap between Early Requirements
Engineering and Formal Methods. In particular, we propose a new speci cation language,
called Formal Tropos, that o ers the primitive concepts of early requirements frameworks
(actor, goal, strategic dependency), and supplements them with a rich temporal speci cation language. We also developed a tool, called T-Tool, that is able to perform formal
analysis on the Formal Tropos speci cations. The tool is based on Formal Methods
techniques, in particular model checking.
Our preliminary experiments on a case study show that formal analysis techniques
reveal gaps and inconsistencies in early requirements that are by no means trivial to
discover without the help of formal analysis tools.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Requirements engineering is the process of identifying the purpose of a software system,
and documenting it in a form that is amenable to analysis, communication and subsequent implementation [NE00]. The importance of software requirements has long been
recognized in the Software Engineering community. For instance, it has been estimated
that an error that is not identi ed and corrected during the requirements phase can cost
as much as two hundred times more to correct in subsequent phases [Boe81].

Much research in Requirements Engineering has been based on the underlying assumption that an initial statement of the requirements is always available. Considerably
less attention has been given to the early phase of Requirements Engineering [Yu95],
which encompasses the activities that precede the formulation of the initial requirements. This phase is primarily concerned with understanding the organizational context
of a system, and the goals and social dependencies of its stakeholders. The emphasis is
put on why the requirements arise rather than on what requirements should be met.
Formal Methods have a great potential as a powerful means for speci cation, early
debugging and certi cation of software. They have been successfully applied in several
industrial applications, and, in certain domains, they are even becoming integral components of standards [BS93]. However, the application of formal methods to Requirements
1
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Engineering is by no means trivial. Most formal techniques have been designed to work
(and have been mainly applied) to the design (not requirements) phase of software engineering (see for instance [CGM+98]). As a result, there is a mismatch between the
concepts used for early requirements speci cation (goal, actor, etc.) and the constructs
of formal speci cation languages such as Z [Spi92], SCR [HJL96], etc.
This thesis aims to provide a framework for the e ective use of formal methods in
the early phase of Requirements Engineering. The framework allows for the formal and
mechanized analysis of early requirements speci cations expressed in a formal modeling language. We achieve these results by extending and formalizing an existing early
requirements modeling language, and by building on state-of-the-art formal veri cation
techniques. Our contribution is twofold: we bring formality to Early Requirements Engineering, and we introduce a new application domain for Formal Methods. In particular,
the contributions of this thesis include:

 Extension of an existing early requirements modeling language, i* [Yu95], into a
formal speci cation language called Formal Tropos. The language o ers all the
primitive concepts of i* (such as actors, goals, and dependencies among actors),
but supplements them with a rich temporal speci cation language inspired by the
KAOS framework[DvLF93].

 Adaptation of an existing formal veri cation technique, model checking [CGP99],
so that it can be applied to early requirements speci cations.

 De nition of an intermediate language based on linear time temporal logic that
serves as a link between Formal Tropos and model checking.

 Development of a tool, called T-Tool, based on the state-of-the-art symbolic model
checker NuSMV [CCGR00]. This tool is able to perform formal analysis on the intermediate language representation of a Tropos speci cation, including non-emptiness checking, assertion validation, and animation.
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 Experiment with the proposed framework and the supporting tool, using a simple
case study. In spite of its simplicity, the case study demonstrates the bene ts
of formal analysis in revealing incompleteness/inconsistency errors that are by no
means trivial to discover in an informal setting.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews research from the
Requirements Engineering and Formal Methods communities that is relevant to this thesis. It also gives an introduction to the i* framework, which will be used as a starting
point for Formal Tropos. Chapter 3 presents the Formal Tropos language and illustrates
its use in the context of our case study. In Chapter 4 we introduce some of the formal
analysis techniques that the engineer can perform within the proposed framework. The
next chapters concentrate on the technical details of our approach. Chapter 5 describes
the Intermediate Language and the mapping from Formal Tropos speci cations; Chapter
6 presents T-Tool, with special emphasis on the adaptation of model checking techniques
for our purposes. Finally, Chapter 7 o ers some concluding remarks and discusses directions for future research.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Requirements Engineering
In the late seventies, several techniques were developed for modelling functional requirements for software systems. Their ontologies were function-oriented, based on concepts
such as data and operations. Among the most widely-used techniques were the EntityRelationship Diagram [Che75] for data modeling, and Structured Analysis [DeM78] for
describing operations. SADT [Ros77], introduced by Ross and Schoman in 1977, was
probably the rst language for modeling requirements. It was based on a data/operation
duality principle: data was de ned by producing/consuming operations; and operations
were de ned by their input/output data.
A disadvantage of this rst family of languages is that the resulting speci cations were
vague and imprecise. The languages provided a semi-formal syntax and a completely
informal semantics [Dub89]. For instance, in SADT, it was possible to give a formal
declaration of the data and operations, but their constraints could only be asserted in
natural language.
RML [GBM86] was the rst requirements modeling language to have a formal semantics. It was based on three conceptual units: entities, operations, and constraints. The
4
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latter were expressed in a formal assertion language with built-in support for temporal
referencing. The formal semantics was given in terms of mappings to rst-order predicate
calculus. This approach of giving formal semantics by mapping to a logic language is
also taken in this thesis for Formal Tropos, though we map to a di erent logic (a rst
order lineal time temporal logic).
RML can also be considered as a precursor of object-oriented analysis techniques,
as it introduced new structuring mechanisms such as generalization, aggregation and
classi cation. Object-oriented analysis techniques, with UML [BRJ99] emerging as an
standard, are the current state-of-the-practice in Requirements Engineering. However, it
is important to realize that their ontology is not signi cantly di erent from that of the
rst requirements modeling languages, and that they lack a formal semantics.
The next generation of requirements languages is based on richer ontologies. A line
of research has addressed the fact that systems and their environment are made of active components, which interact with each other. An appropriate model should identify
appropriate assumptions on the environmental components, and requirements on the system components. The languages based on this ontology are called agent-oriented [Fea87].
Notice, however, that the term \agent" is used in a di erent sense than in Arti cial Intelligence, where agents are characterized by their desires and intentionality [CL90].
Albert II [Boi95] is a requirements language based on these principles. It provides a
graphical notation for declaring the agents of a system and the actions they are capable
of; and a textual notation for declaring constraints on their behavior. Its semantics is
de ned in terms of an Intermediate Language based on temporal logic; and it is amenable
to formal analysis, in particular animation [EDD94]. However, the resulting descriptions
are not abstract enough to be useful in the early phases of requirement engineering.
Furthermore, the resulting approach does not provide support for automated veri cation,
at least in the way it is addressed in our work.
Although the need for focusing on why requirements arise has always been recog-
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nized, it was not until recently that research was conducted on goal-oriented ontologies
[MCY99]. The NFR framework [MCN92] deals with goals related to non-functional
requirements, and provides heuristics for their identi cation, and algorithms for their
qualitative evaluation. Anton proposes a goal-based method called Goal-Based Requirements Analysis Method (GBRAM) and provides heuristics and procedural guidance for
the initial elicitation of goals, but they do not provide a modelling language. The KAOS
[DvLF93] framework of Laamswerde et. al. does provide a model for goal-oriented requirements. It consists of an informal layer for declaring concepts (such as goal, entity,
etc.) and their relationships; and a formal layer for expressing constraints on those
concepts in a typed rst-order temporal logic with real-time constraints. Goal re nements are captured through AND/OR graph structures. It is possible to prove whether
a re nement is correct and complete [DvL96], and formally detect con icts among goals
[vLDL98, vLL00]. It also allows the speci cation of agents, the operationalization of
goals into actions, and the assignment of actions to agents.
Goals are sometimes hard to elicit. Before they gain a clear understanding of the
system, stakeholders are sometimes more comfortable reasoning on operational scenarios.
Scenarios are basically temporal sequences of interaction events between the system and
the agents of the environment. It is important to remark that most e orts for automated
analysis within the Requirements Engineering community have been done in conjunction
with scenario validation, using techniques such as animation [EDD94], planning [FH92]
and test case generation [HSG+94].
Scenarios can be useful to discover goals and validate goal speci cations. Anton
[ADS00] has worked on goal-based elicitation in conjunction with scenarios, but mainly
at an informal level; and KAOS o ers procedural guidance for inferring high level goals
from operational scenarios [vLW98]. However, none of these techniques can be automated. In contrast, the approach that we present in this thesis for Formal Tropos o ers
a methodology that links scenarios to goal speci cations and provides fully automated
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support based on model checking techniques.

2.2 Formal Methods and Model Checking
Unlike the Requirements Engineering community, the Formal Methods research area is
speci cally concerned with developing models with formal semantics, and useful for further analysis. In this thesis, we rely on model checking [CGP99] as our analysis technique.
Model checking has a number of advantages over traditional approaches to automated
veri cation, such as theorem proving. In particular, it has a potential for fully automatic, \push-button" veri cation. Furthermore, it is able to produce counterexamples
of violated properties, which are extremely useful for debugging a speci cation.
Most formal techniques have been designed to work in the later phases of software development, such as architectural [AG94] and detailed design [CGM+ 98]. As a result, they
o er an ontology that is not appropriate for modeling requirements. However, there has
been work on the application of automated veri cation to requirements modeling. The
most notable is by Heitmeyer et. al. [HJL96] on tool support for the SCR tabular notation
for requirements speci cation [Hen80]. The toolset includes consistency/completeness
checking, model checking, theorem proving and animation. Another relevant work is the
RSML [LHH94] language, which provides more structuring mechanisms than SCR, and
a tool for checking the completeness and consistency of speci cations.
The previous approaches are restricted to the particular domain of embedded systems
and process control. Furthermore, they do not support the goal- or agent-oriented ontologies suitable for describing early requirements. In contrast, it is worth mentioning a work
that applies concepts from the area of Knowledge Representation to the formal analysis of
early requirements speci cations [Wan01]. In particular, they explore the combined use
of the i* early requirements language and the ConGolog [GLL99] logic framework. They
propose an annotation for the i* Strategic Rationale diagrams, based on ConGolog's syn-
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chronization primitives (sequence, alternative, concurrency, etc.) and control structures
(while-loop, for-loop, iteration, etc.), and a mapping from these annotated models into
ConGolog. Since a ConGolog speci cation is based on a set of completely speci ed processes (though non-determinism is allowed), they require the initial requirements models
to be operationalized at an important extent.
The semantics of ConGolog is based on a powerful logical theory, the situation
calculus [MH79], and provides a framework for formally proving assertions on the speci cation. However, it relies on theorem proving, rather than model checking, which makes
the prospects of automated veri cation more challenging. In fact, [Wan01] only attempts
to simulate the models using an interpreter, and does not provide support for automated
reasoning.

2.3 Early Requirements Engineering
In [Yu95], a distinction is made between early and late requirements. Since early requirements arise at the very beginning of the RE process, they are more concerned with
the goals of the organization in which the system is embedded than with setting the
basis for the future implementation of a system. Even more, the techniques of the early
requirements phase can even be used when no automated system is envisioned, and the
only objective is to understand an organization as it is.
There are a number of techniques for eliciting organizational requirements. Traditional techniques include questionnaires, surveys, interviews, and brainstorming. There
are also cognitive techniques, originally developed for knowledge acquisition in knowledgebased systems [SG96], and scenario-based techniques [PTA94].
However, for a long time there was no modelling language available for this kind of
requirements, and the result of the elicitation process was typically expressed in natural
language. It was not until recently that early requirements modeling has started receiving
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the attention it deserves in the research community [Yu95]. There is a clear need for early
requirements modelling languages, and also for elicitation techniques capable of mapping
requirements into such languages.
Modeling early requirements brings about a number of issues that are not present
in later phases. Agents at this level of speci cation are the actual stakeholders of the
organization, and therefore their intentionality and high level goals should be taken into
account. Furthermore, it should also be possible to allow for some kind of reasoning even
in the absence of detailed information.
In general, agent- and goal-oriented ontologies are appropriate for this phase. However, some existing goal- or agent-oriented languages do not provide suitable abstractions
for describing early requirements. This is the case, for instance, of the Albert II language,
which forces the stakeholder to think in terms of ne-grained actions which are usually
not available at this early stage of analysis. On the other hand, the KAOS framework is
indeed suitable for early requirements, since it provides both an elicitation and modeling
methodology for capturing the high-level goals of an organization.
Formal Tropos aims to address the problems of the early requirements phase, but
it is part of a wider-scope research e ort, called Tropos [CKM01], which proposes the
application of concepts from the early requirements phase to the whole software development process, including late requirements, architectural and detailed design, and
implementation.

2.3.1 The i* framework
i* [Yu95] is a requirements elicitation and modeling framework that was speci cally
designed for early requirements speci cations. It has both a goal- and agent-oriented
ontology. It assumes that during the early requirements phase it is necessary to model
social settings which involve actors who depend on each other for goals to be achieved,
tasks to be performed, and resources to be furnished.
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The language provides two kinds of graphical diagrams to describe the requirements
of a system. The Strategic Dependency (SD) diagram is used to represent strategic
dependencies, which express intentional relationships that exist among actors in order to
ful ll some strategic objectives. A dependency describes an \agreement" between two
actors, the depender and the dependee. The type of the dependency describes the nature
of the agreement. Goal dependencies are used to represent delegation of responsibility
for ful lling a goal; softgoal dependencies are similar to goal dependencies, but their
ful llment cannot be de ned precisely (for instance, the appreciation is subjective, or
the ful llment can occur only to a given extent); task dependencies represent situations
where the dependee is required to perform a given activity, while resource dependencies
require the dependee to provide a resource to the depender. The Strategic Rationale
(SR) diagram provides a description of the intentions of the actors in terms of process
elements and the rationale behind them. This rationale is given via means-end links
that relate the elements of the SD diagram to sub-elements, much in the same way as
AND/OR decompositions.
The elements of i* are formalized following ideas of the agents research community
in Arti cial Intelligence [CL90]. The logical operators de ned allow the representation
of concepts such as workability, commitment and transfer of workability. Unfortunately,
this formalization is not expressive enough to allow formal analysis on i* speci cations,
and the analysis must be done mostly at an informal level. Formal Tropos is largely
inspired in i*, but it provides a language that has formal semantics, and is amenable to
formal analysis.

2.3.2 An example in i*
We illustrate the use of i* in the context of the Insurance Company case study originally
introduced in [YM94]. The case study will be used as a running example in the rest of
this thesis. It is based on a setting in which customers insure their cars at an insurance

11
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Customer BeInsured

Continued
Business

InsuranceCo

Figure 2.1: Fundamental actors of the case study, and their goals
company. In case of an accident, the customers expect to be reimbursed for the amount
of the damages.
In Figure 2.1, we identify the fundamental actors of this domain, the customers
Customer and the insurance company (InsuranceCo). The goal of the customer is to
be insured against accidents of his car, while the insurance company expects to have a
continued business.
The initial goals can be re ned into goal dependencies and expressed in an SD diagram. In our case, in order to be insured, the Customer depends on the InsuranceCo
(CoverDamages). Conversely, the insurance company depends on their customers to
have a continued business. In particular, it must be able to attract customers (AttractCustomers), either by getting new customers or keeping the existing ones happy.
Once the fundamental actors and their dependencies have been identi ed, it is possible
to discover additional actors that are necessary for the ful llment of their goals. In our
domain, it is clear that customers will depend on a BodyShop in order to repair their
cars. The insurance company depends on Appraisers to estimate the reasonability and
amount of damages. The newly introduced actors also have dependencies on the previous
ones. For instance, the appraisers depend on the insurance company to keep their job and
the bodyshops depend on their customers to keep clients and have their own continued
business.
We conclude by remarking that it is possible to appreciate in this example some of
the limitations of the i* graphical notation. For instance, it is not possible to state

12
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Premium

InsuranceCo

Customer

BodyShop

CoverDamages

Attract
Customers

AppraiseDamage
KeepJob

KeepClient

Dependencies
Goal

Resource

Softgoal

Task

Appraiser

Figure 2.2: SD diagram for Insurance Company
relationships among dependencies, such as the fact that the insurance company will only
cover damages if they have been previously appraised. As we will see in the next chapter,
Formal Tropos extends i* in order to make this possible.

Chapter 3
The Formal Tropos Language
Although a graphical notation such as i* is valuable for human communication, its models
are not detailed enough to be used as an starting point for performing formal analysis.
In this section, we describe a textual language called Formal Tropos, which has more
expressive power than i*, and is amenable to formal analysis. A precise presentation of
its semantics is given in Chapter 5.

3.1 The Language
In this section, we explain the di erent elements of a Formal Tropos speci cation. The
complete grammar is given in Figure 3.1.
A speci cation in Formal Tropos consists of a sequence of declarations of entities,
actors, dependencies, and global properties. Declarations for entities, actors, and dependencies are structured in two layers. An outer layer declares their attributes, and is
in a sense similar to a class declaration. The inner layer expresses constraints on the
instances, and thus implicitly determines their evolution.
In the outer layer, entities, actors and dependencies are declared as classes which
have an associated list of attributes that characterize their instances. Each attribute
has a corresponding sort (i.e., its type) and one or more facets. Sorts can be either
13
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declaration := (entity j actor j dependency j global-properties )
entity := Entity name [attributes ] [creation-properties ] [invar-properties ]
actor := Actor name [attributes ] [creation-properties ] [invar-properties ] [actor-goals ]
dependency := Dependency name type mode Depender name Dependee name [attributes ] [creation-properties ] [invar-properties ] [ful ll-properties ]
global-properties := Global [name ] global-property +
actor-goals := (Goal j Softgoal) name mode [ful ll-properties ]
attributes := Attribute attribute +
attribute := attribute-facets name : sort
attribute-facets := [constant] [optional] : : :
sort := name j integer j string j boolean j date j : : :
type := type (goal j softgoal j task j resource)
mode := mode (achieve j maintain j achieve&maintain j avoid)
creation-properties := Creation creation-property +
invar-properties := Invariant invar-property +
ful ll-properties := Ful llment ful ll-property +
creation-property := property-category event-category property-origin 1 temporal-formula
ful ll-property := property-category event-category property-origin 1 temporal-formula
invar-property := property-category property-origin 1 temporal-formula
global-property := property-category temporal-formula
property-category := [constraint j assertion j possibility]
event-category := trigger j condition j de nition
property-origin := [for depender j for dependee j domain]
temporal-formula := : : :

Figure 3.1: Formal Tropos Grammar
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primitive (integer, date, boolean, etc.) or correspond to other classes (entities, actors, or
dependencies) of the speci cation. Facets represent often-used properties of attributes.
For example, the constant facet represents the fact that the value of the attribute cannot
change after its initialization, while the optional facet means that the attribute might
assume no value. We have other facets in mind, such as multivalued, which means that
the attribute can assume more than one value (i.e., it represents a set of possible values).
Entities represent non-intentional elements of the environment or organizational setting. Each entity is identi ed by a name, and consists of a set of attributes, a set of
creation properties, and a set of invariant properties. These properties de ne conditions that should hold, respectively, at the creation and during the life of each instance
of an entity.
As an example, the following is a declaration for the entity Claim of the Insurance
Company case study. The creation property speci es that a claim only makes sense if
there is a suitable CoverDamages goal dependency instance associated to it.

Entity Claim
Attribute constant insP : InsPolicy
Creation condition 9cover : CoverDamages(cover:cl = self )
Unlike entities, actors have strategic goals and intentionality. They also have attributes, and creation and invariant properties.
The goals of the actors describe their strategic interests. Goals have a mode and a
set of ful llment properties, which will be explained shortly. Notice that they do not
have neither invariant nor creation properties; this is because goals are assumed to be
created together with their actor, and associated to it along its life. If the actor is not
able to ful ll a certain goal by itself, then the goal should be re ned into dependencies
to other (dependee) actors.
The following is the declaration for the Customer actor of the case study. Its goal
1

The property-origin is only used for dependencies.
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represents the fact that the Customer expects to be reimbursed whenever
there is an accident. The trigger constraint indicates that the goal will be ful lled if,
whenever a Customer has the goal of covering damages, it will be eventually ful lled.

BeInsured

Actor Customer
Goal BeInsured
Mode maintain
trigger
8cover : CoverDamages(cover:depender = self ! Fulfilled(cover)))
Strategic dependencies represent the relationships that exist among actors in order

to ful ll their objectives. In a sense, the concept of strategic dependency is rei ed in
Formal Tropos, since dependencies are declared as classes, and can be instantiated just
as any other object of the system.
A dependency describes an \agreement" between two actors, the depender and the
dependee. The type of the dependency describes the nature of this agreement:

 goal dependencies are used to represent delegation of responsibility for ful lling a
goal;

 softgoal dependencies are similar to goal dependencies; the di erence being that,
while it is possible to precisely determine when a goal is ful lled, the ful llment of
a softgoal cannot be de ned exactly (for instance, it can be a matter of personal
taste, or the ful llment can occur only to a given extent);

 task dependencies represent delegation of responsibility for performing a given
activity;

 resource dependencies describe situations in which the dependee should deliver or
provide some resource to the depender.
Besides the type, a dependency is also characterized by a mode, which declares the
attitude of the actors with respect to its ful llment. The modalities currently supported
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by Formal Tropos are the following

 achieve: ful llment properties should be satis ed at least once;
 maintain: ful llment properties should be satis ed in a continuing way;
 achieve&maintain: as a combination of the previous two modes, it requires the
ful llment properties to be achieved and then satis ed in a continuing way;

 avoid: the ful llment properties should be prevented.
The evolution of a dependency is controlled by three kinds of properties. Creation
properties determine the moment in which a new instance of the dependency can be
created; ful llment properties must hold in order to consider that a dependency is
ful lled; and invariants represent conditions that should be true along the life of the
dependency. We remark again that the meaning of the ful llment conditions changes
according to the modality of the dependency. For instance, in an achieve dependency,
it de nes the condition that should hold once; and in a maintain dependency it de nes
a condition that should hold continuously after the creation of the dependency.
In addition to temporal formulas, properties have facets that determine their meaning.
One kind of facets give what we call property categories ; they determine how a property
in uences the valid scenarios for a speci cation. Constraint properties are enforced ;
they are implicitly de ning the valid scenarios for the requirements speci cation. On
the other hand, assertions and possibilities are desired properties of the speci cation;
they are not enforced but checked, as we will show in the next chapter. While assertions
are expected to hold in all valid scenarios for the speci cation, possibility properties
are only expected to hold in at least one valid scenario. If none of these facets is present,
we assume that the property is a constraint.
In the case of creation and ful llment properties, facet trigger de nes a sucient
condition for the creation or ful llment; facet condition de nes a necessary condition;
and facet de nition, a necessary and sucient condition.
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Finally, for the properties that are local to a dependency declaration, we can specify
whether they are required by the depender (facet for depender); by the dependee
(facet for dependee); or whether they are assumptions about the environment (facet
domain). If none of the facets are present, it means that the analyst is not yet sure
about the origin of the formula.
As an example, the following is the goal dependency RepairCar. The Customer
depends on the BodyShop to have his car repaired. The goal can only arise when the car
is broken, as represented by the creation condition. An obvious ful llment condition
from the customer is that the car should start running OK. Notice that this is just a
necessary condition, since the car can start running for other reasons (e.g, it is repaired
by other bodyshop).

Dependency RepairCar
Type goal
Mode achieve
Depender Customer
Dependee BodyShop
Attribute constant cl : Claim, constant amount : Currency
Creation
domain condition :cl:insP:car:runsOK
Ful llment
condition for depender cl:insP:car:runsOK
Finally, there is one element of the speci cation that is not declared as a class: global
properties. They are similar in spirit to the invariants for entities, actors and dependencies; however, they are de ned for the system as a whole. They can be useful to de ne
properties that are impossible to accommodate into the semantics of the creation, fulllment, or invariant properties of a class.
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Temporal formulas
The temporal formulas used for specifying properties are given in a linear-time typed rstorder temporal logic. We will brie y explain them in this section; a complete explanation
of their underlying semantics is given in Chapter 5.
First of all, the formulas can contain past and future temporal operators:

f := f j f j f j f U f j  f j f j f j f S f j 
The meaning of the operators is the following:

 f (next state)
 f (eventually)
 f (henceforth, always in the future)
 f1 U f2 (until)
 f (previous state)
 f (sometimes in the past)
 f (always in the past)
 f1 S f2 (since)
Weak operators f1 B f2 (weak since), f1 W f2 (unless, weak until), ~f (weak previous
state) are also available. The di erence between weak and strong operators is subtle, so
we delay it until Chapter 5.
As rst-order formulas, they may contain existential and universal quanti ers. Bound
variables are typed by a sort, which can be either primitive, or the name of a class. The
interpretation of the quanti ers is over all existing instances of the sort. Therefore, if an
object has not been created at a certain point in time, it will not be taken into account
when evaluating the quanti ers.
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f := 8x : sort:f j 9x : sort:f j 
The classical boolean, equality and relational operators are also available:

f := f _ f j f ^ f j :f j f ! f j 
f := t = t j t 6= t j t > t j t < t j 
Terms can be constants (c), variables (x), attributes of an object (t:a), and functions.
Notice that there are two alternative syntax for functions. The rst one is for functions
that accept a xed number of arguments. The other one is for functions that take an
arbitrary number of arguments, de ned by all terms t that satisfy a formula f (both
t and f must contain a common free variable x of type sort). The set of functions is
prede ned (it is not possible to add new ones), and the domain and range must be basic
sorts.

t := c j x j t:a j function
function := name(t; : : : ; t) j nameft; x : sort; f g
To illustrate functions with arbitrary elements, assume that we have the term following term

sumfrepair:amount; repair : RepairCar; repair:cl = cl ^ Fulfilled(repair)g
The result of this function is the sum of the amounts of all RepairCar instances that are
associated to a certain claim and have been ful lled.
There are also some primitive predicates, such as JustCreated(x) (an instance is
being created at this point in time), and JustFulfilled(d) (a dependency is being
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ful lled at the current point in time). Another predicate, Fulfilled(d) has di erent
interpretations depending on the modality of the dependency to which it belongs. For
an achieve dependency, it is true if the dependency has been ful lled. This means that
Fulfilled is made true at the moment of the ful llment and stays true forever. For a
maintain dependency, Fulfilled remains true while the ful llment properties hold (i.e,
it is true since the creation of the dependency). For an avoid dependency, it its true if
the ful llment properties never hold (neither in the past nor in the future).
There are some constraints on valid formulas. First, they must be well-sorted (for
instance, arithmetical operators can be applied only to terms of integer sort). Second,
each variable x that appears in a formula must respect one of the following

 x is bounded by a 8x : sort or a 9x : sort quanti er;
 x is the name of one of the attributes of the entity, actor, or dependency that
contains the property (not applicable to global properties);

 x is the identi er self (not applicable to global properties); self is used to denote
the entity, actor, or dependency that contains the property;

 x is the identi er depender or the identi er dependee (only applicable to properties
inside a dependency); these identi ers refer, respectively, to the depender and the
dependee of the dependency.

3.2 The Case Study in Formal Tropos
In this section, we specify in Formal Tropos some aspects of the Insurance Company
case study introduced in the previous chapter. For the moment, we are only concerned
with modelling issues. Therefore, the speci cation we present should be considered as a
rst step in the requirements process, before the application of analysis techniques. In
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the rest of the thesis, we will focus on formal analysis, and illustrate its application for
removing gaps and errors from this initial speci cation.
First of all, we specify the relevant entities of the domain, and their attributes.

Entity Claim
Attribute constant insP: InsPolicy
Entity InsPolicy
Attribute constant car: Car, constant expirDate: Date
Entity Car
Attribute runsOK: boolean
Then, we identify the relevant actors and their strategic goals. The goal of the
Customer is to be insured (i.e, reimbursed whenever there is an accident); the goal of the
InsuranceCo and BodyShop is to run a continued business; and the Appraiser intends
to have permanent employment.

Actor Customer
Goal BeInsured

[all her claims for accidents will be eventually covered]

Actor InsuranceCo
Softgoal ContinuedBusiness

[its clients will remain with the company and pay their premiums, and more
clients will be attracted]

Actor BodyShop
Softgoal ContinuedBusiness

[customers will come back in the future, giving the bodyshop more business]

Actor Appraiser
Softgoal PermanentEmployment

[the Insurance Company will regularly use the appraiser's services]
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So far, we have only identi ed the actors who are interested in the goals. Identifying
the actors responsible for the ful llment of such goals leads to the introduction of strategic
dependencies. For instance, the goal BeInsured represents the fact that the Customer
expects to be reimbursed whenever there is an accident. Once we identify InsuranceCo
as the responsible actor, we can de ne a goal dependency called CoverDamages, where
Customer is the depender and InsuranceCo the dependee.
We specify a number of constraint properties for the CoverDamages dependency. First,
the insurance company wants to prevent the customer from claiming damages for a car
that is not broken. This is expressed as a creation condition for the dependency.
The actors are also concerned about the amount paid for the damages. The insurance
company does not want to pay damages that exceed the amount suggested by some
appraiser, while the customer expects to receive at least enough money to pay the cost
of the repairs (but she will perhaps not complain if she receives more!). We represent
such interests as ful llment conditions for the dependency. The last condition uses a
prede ned operator for integers, sum. This is because there might be several bodyshops
involved in repairing a car (and therefore several instances of RepairCar, for the same
claim, that are ful lled). The customer expects to receive enough money to pay all
bodyshops, hence the sum operator.

Dependency CoverDamages
Type goal
Mode achieve
Depender Customer
Dependee InsuranceCo
Attribute constant cl: Claim, constant amount : Currency
Creation
condition for dependee :cl:insP:car:runsOK
Ful llment
condition for dependee
9app : AppraiseDamage(app:cl = cl ^ Fulfilled(app) ^ app:amount  amount)
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[the amount paid to the customer should not exceed the amount appraised]

condition for depender
self:amount 
sumfrepair:amount; repair : RepairCar; repair:cl = cl ^ Fulfilled(repair)g
[the amount paid to the customer should exceed the cost of the repairs]

With the de nition of CoverDamages, we are now able to formalize a property for the
goal BeInsured of actor Customer. It indicates that whenever the customer has a goal
of covering damages, the goal will be eventually ful lled. The property is idealistic, since
there might be cases in which the customer considers that she is insured even if some
claim is not covered (but as long as the reason for the rejection is reasonable). Therefore,
we specify it as a trigger property.

Actor Customer
Goal BeInsured
Mode maintain
trigger
8cover : CoverDamages(cover:depender = self ! Fulfilled(cover)))
Furthermore, we might detect additional constraints in the speci cation. For instance,
we specify that a claim makes sense only if it is associated to a suitable CoverDamages
instance.

Entity Claim
Creation condition 9cover : CoverDamages(cover:cl = self )
We specify the ContinuedBusiness softgoal of BodyShop with two idealized properties. The rst represents the fact that the bodyshop is always expecting new customers
to use its services. It is stated with the following property: the softgoal is ful lled if all
customers have repaired their cars at the bodyshop at some time. The second condition
states the fact that customers are expected to come back to the bodyshop in case they
have another accident.
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Actor BodyShop
Softgoal ContinuedBusiness
Mode maintain
trigger
8cust : Customer(9rep : RepairCar(rep:depender = cust^
rep:dependee = self ^ Fulfilled(rep)))
trigger
8keep : KeepClient(keep:depender = self ! Fulfilled(keep))
The goal of repairing a car is represented with the dependency RepairCar, which was
already introduced as an example in the previous section.

Dependency RepairCar
Type goal
Mode achieve
Depender Customer
Dependee BodyShop
Attribute constant cl : Claim, constant amount : Currency
Creation
domain condition :cl:insP:car:runsOK
Ful llment
condition for depender cl:insP:car:runsOK
The fact that the bodyshop expects to keep its customers is represented with the
softgoal dependency KeepClient.

Dependency KeepClient
Type softgoal
Mode maintain
Depender BodyShop
Dependee Customer
Creation
trigger for depender
9rep : RepairCar(rep:depender = dependee ^ rep:dependee = depender)
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Ful llment
condition for depender
9rep : RepairCar(JustCreated(rep)^
rep:dependee = depender ^ rep:depender = dependee)

[the bodyshop expects to be requested for future repairs]

trigger for depender
8rep : RepairCar((rep:depender = dependee ^ Fulfilled(rep))
! rep:dependee = depender)

[all future repairs of the customer will be done with this bodyshop]

This softgoal is triggered when the customer repairs her car with the bodyshop for
the rst time. This is not a necessary condition, since the bodyshop may also get in
touch with customers in other ways, and expect that they will return for more business.
Therefore, there is a Creation trigger that forces an instance of KeepClient to exist
whenever a RepairCar instance with the same bodyshop and customer (but as dependee
and depender) exists. Notice that the same constraint might have been represented
as a ful llment condition for RepairCar. However, the trigger representation matches
the intuition of the users more closely, since it answers the question of when does the
dependency KeepClient actually arise.
Although it is not possible to give complete formal de nitions for softgoals, we can
usually identify some relevant conditions. In the case of KeepClient, a ful llment condition is that the appraiser should keep receiving jobs from the customer in the future. In
particular, if the customer continues demanding repairs (RepairCar instances are created
in which she is the depender), some of these repairs will have the bodyshop as dependee.
Notice that this is a weak condition, which does not fully characterize the softgoal. It
basically states that the customer will contact the bodyshop in nitely often, but the
lapse of time between contacts is left open. It is also possible to give a strong (possibly
too strong) constraint as a ful llment trigger. In particular, we might state that all
future repairs from the customer will be done with this bodyshop. We might say that
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this strong constraint represents an upper bound for the de nition of the dependency.
It will probably be violated, but the scenarios that violate it might help us understand
the softgoal better. In conclusion, it is important to notice that, even if we are not able
to capture the exact meaning of a softgoal dependency, we can approximate it from two
opposite directions.
The PermanentEmployment goal of Appraiser has a similar speci cation to the goal
ContinuedBusiness of the BodyShop. The rst (idealized) property states that all insurance companies are expected to give jobs (appraisals to be done) to the appraiser; the
second states that the appraiser expects to receive jobs regularly. It might be speci ed
as follows

Actor Appraiser
Softgoal PermanentEmployment
Mode maintain
trigger
8ins : InsCo(9app : AppraiseDamage:(app:dependee = self ^
app:depender = ins ^ Fulfilled(app)))
trigger
8keep : KeepJob:(keep:depender = self ! Fulfilled(keep))
First of all, let us look at the goal dependency AppraiseDamage. Since the insurance company wants to pay as little as possible for the damages, we give a ful llment condition which states that the amount of the appraisal should be minimized (all
AppraiseDamage instances for the same claim should be for a greater or equal amount).
However, such amount should not be arbitrarily low, since otherwise no bodyshop would
be interested in repairing the car. This is speci ed with another ful llment condition,
which states that the appraisal should lead to a covered claim. We expect con icts between the two conditions, whose resolution should lead to a better speci cation of the
goal.
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Dependency AppraiseDamage
Type goal
Mode achieve
Depender InsuranceCo
Dependee Appraiser
Attribute constant cl : Claim, constant amount : Currency
Creation
condition domain
9cov : CoverDamages(cov:cl = cl)
Ful llment
condition for depender
8app0 : AppraiseDamage(app0:cl = cl ! app0:amount  amount)
[minimize appraisal]

condition for depender
amount > 0 ! (9cover : CoverDamages(cover:cl = cl ^ Fulfilled(cover)))
[the appraisal is fair, and therefore leads to a covered claim]

A strategic interest of the appraiser is to keep her job with the insurance company.
We model this as a softgoal dependency KeepJob, analogous to KeepClient. We state
the fact that the appraiser expects the insurance company to constantly ask for appraisals
in the future with a ful llment condition: at all times, there must eventually be an
AppraiseDamage instance from the insurance company for this appraiser.

Dependency KeepJob
Type softgoal
Mode maintain
Depender Appraiser
Dependee InsuranceCo
Creation
trigger for depender
9app : AppraiseDamage(app:depender = dependee ^ app:dependee = depender)
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Ful llment
condition for depender
9app : AppraiseDamage(JustCreated(app)^
app:dependee = depender ^ app:depender = dependee)

[the appraiser expects to be asked for appraisals sometime in the future]

The goal ContinuedBusiness of the insurance company consists of attracting new
customers and ensuring that the existing ones renew their premiums.

Actor InsuranceCo
Softgoal ContinuedBusiness
Mode maintain
trigger
8cust : Customers9attr : AttractCustomers
((attr:depender = self ^ attr:dependee = cust) ! (Fulfilled(attr)))
is an achieve and maintain dependency. It is achieved when
the customer starts business with the company and pays the rst premium. After that,
it is maintained as the customer renews her insurance by paying a premium whenever it
is necessary. We model this by stating that there should always be a premium from the
customer that is not expired.
AttractCustomers

Dependency AttractCustomer
Type goal
Mode achieve and maintain
Depender InsuranceCo
Dependee Customer
Ful llment
condition for depender
9pr : Premium:(pr:depender = depender ^ pr:dependee = dependee^
pr:insP:expirDate  now ^ Fulfilled(pr))
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is a resource dependency. Its ful llment conditions must hold when
the resource is delivered, in this case when the customer pays the premium. A condition
from the customer is that the amount should not be excessively increased at the time
of renewal. We state it by imposing that the amount of the increase be below a certain
percentage (that is supposed to be an attribute of the Customer). Obviously, this condition could be made more realistic, for instance by relating it to the accident rate of the
customer (as measured by its CoverDamages goals) or to environment conditions, such
as the in ation rate.
Another constraint for the ful llment is that the customer should be satis ed with
the insurance company. A speci cation of this constraint is given by a trigger that
states that the customer always ful lls her goals of covering damages. This is again an
upper bound, since the customer might tolerate uncovered claims as long as the insurance
company gives reasonable arguments for the rejection.
Premium

Dependency Premium
Type resource
Mode maintain
Depender InsuranceCo
Dependee Customer
Attribute constant insP : InsPolicy, dueDate : Date, constant amount : Currency
Ful llment
condition for dependee
amount  (dependee:maxIncreasePremium
maxfpr:amount; pr : Premium; pr:insP:car = self:insP:car ^ Fulfilled(pr)g)
[the customer is only willing to accept a limited increase in the premium]

trigger for dependee
8cover : CoverDamages((cover:cl:insP = self:insP ) ! Fulfilled(cover))
[will only pay premium if all claims have been covered]

Chapter 4
Formal Analysis in Tropos
In this chapter, we introduce the di erent forms of analysis that can be carried out within
the Formal Tropos framework, and we illustrate them in the context of our case study.

4.1 Forms of Analysis
Formal analysis techniques have been typically applied to the validation of the design
(or implementation) of a system against its requirements. However, this approach is
not possible during the early phases of software development, in which we are actually
building the requirements speci cation.
In this thesis, we present a number of formal analysis techniques speci cally designed
to drive the elicitation and modelling of early requirements. Our techniques are implemented in a tool, called T-Tool, that starts from a Formal Tropos speci cation, and
builds an automaton that models its behavior. The only limitation of the tool is that,
due to the nature of the underlying veri cation techniques, it is necessary to restrict the
number of instances of each Formal Tropos class that is being analyzed.
Once the automaton is built, T-Tool veri es expected behaviors of the system, expressed with assertion and possibility properties in Formal Tropos. The tool presents
scenarios to the user that are useful for evaluating the speci cation. It shows counterex31
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ample scenarios that depict the violation of an assertion, and example scenarios that
show a situation in which a possibility holds. T-Tool also makes it possible to run an
animation of the speci cation, in order to allow the user to gain a better understanding
of its behavior.

In this chapter, we introduce the analytical support of Formal Tropos from a user
perspective. The technical details of the approach and the implementation of the tool
are explained in Chapter 6.
The following are the main forms of analysis supported by Formal Tropos:

 Assertion validation. T-Tool checks whether the assertion properties explained
in the previous chapter hold on all possible scenarios of the Formal Tropos specication. If they do not, the tool gives an appropriate counterexample, which is a
scenario that violates the assertion.
Assertions come from di erent sources. The most important ones are those that
represent expectations from the stakeholders (\if all the requirements are met by
the system, then I expect this property to be valid"). For instance, in the next
section, we check an assertion which states that there must be a proof (e.g., an
invoice) of the repairs whenever the Insurance Company covers damages for a claim.
In general, we are interested in gathering assertions which, although not likely to
be veri ed immediately, are expected to yield interesting counterexamples. Such
counterexamples should enable the stakeholders to express their goals with greater
accuracy, and drive the elicitation of other goals and their modelling into a Formal
Tropos speci cation.
Another kind of properties is speci ed directly by the engineer in order to check
whether she is correctly modeling the intended behavior of the system. For instance,
if there are two ways to specify a requirement that seem equivalent, one might be
enforced, and the other checked. If the two requirements are not equivalent, the
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behavior that distinguishes them exhibits situations that were probably not taken
into account.

 Non-emptiness check. It aims to verify that there is at least one scenario of the
system that respects all the constraints enforced by the requirements speci cation.
If this is not the case, the speci cation is inconsistent. Inconsistencies occur quite
often, especially so when the requirements are obtained from di erent stakeholders.

 Possibility check. It is often the case that, even though a speci cation is consistent,
reasonable scenarios are ruled out as valid executions because they are in con ict
with some constraints of the system. Therefore, it is important to check that the
speci cation allows for all the scenarios that the stakeholders regard as possible. For
instance, in the next section we will have to x an initial version of the speci cation
for our case study because it does not allow a scenario in which a car is so damaged
that cannot be repaired.
This kind of scenario is speci ed in Formal Tropos with possibility properties.
When performing a possibility check, T-Tool veri es that there is at least one scenario in which such properties hold. In case of an armative answer, the tool
presents an example, which is an scenario that accounts for the possibility.

 Animation. T-Tool also allows the user to interactively explore scenarios for the
Formal Tropos speci cation. Since such scenarios respect all the constraints of the
requirements speci cation, the user gets immediate feedback on their e ects.
While very simple, the animation of requirements is extremely useful to identify
missing trivial requirements, which are often assumed for granted in an informal
setting. Moreover, the possibility of showing possible evolutions of the system is
often a very e ective way of communicating with the stakeholders.
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4.2 Formal Analysis of the Case Study
In this section, we illustrate the use of T-Tool for the analysis of Formal Tropos speci cations in the context of our Insurance Company case study. In particular, we analyze
a subset of the Formal Tropos speci cation presented in the previous chapter, which
includes the goals CoverDamages and RepairCar.
The initial speci cation, given in Figure 4.1, is simple and might contain some gaps
or imprecisions. We will iteratively improve and re ne it, guided by the results provided
by our analytical tools.

4.2.1 Dealing with instances
In this subsection, we show a simple example that stresses the fact that T-Tool works
with instances of the Formal Tropos classes.
In our example, it is clear from the scenarios provided by the stakeholders that claims
are made because the customer has the goal of covering damages. Consequently, a claim
must be created only while or after its corresponding goal arises. We state this as an
assertion for the goal CoverDamages.

ASSERTION 1
Dependency CoverDamages
Creation
assertion domain condition JustCreated(cl)
If we consider only scenarios that contain one instance of each class, the assertion
holds. However, this is not the case with two instances of CoverDamages. T-Tool not
only informs that the assertion does not hold, but it also provides the counterexample
scenario shown in Figure 4.2.
In this scenario, at t1, a rst instance of CoverDamages (cov1) arises and a claim (cl1)
is made. Then, at t2, another instance of the goal CoverDamages (cov2) arises. When
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Entity Car
Attribute runsOK: boolean
Entity Claim
Attribute car: Car
Creation condition 9cover : CoverDamages(cover:cl = self )
Actor Customer
Actor InsuranceCo
Dependency CoverDamages
Type goal
Mode achieve
Depender Customer
Dependee InsuranceCo
Attribute constant cl: Claim
Creation
condition for dependee :cl:car:runsOK
Goal RepairCar
Type goal
Mode achieve
Depender Customer
Dependee BodyShop
Attribute constant cl : Claim
Creation
domain condition :cl:car:runsOK
Ful lment
condition for depender cl:car:runsOK
Figure 4.1: Initial Formal Tropos speci cation for analysis of the case study
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t2
cov1 arises
cov2
arises
cl1 created
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 cov1.cl = cov2.cl = cl1

Figure 4.2: Counterexample to Assertion 1
the scenario is presented to the stakeholders, they show concern about the existence of
two CoverDamages instances for the same claim, since the goal of covering damages arises
only once per claim. This fact was not correctly captured in the speci cation, so we x
it by adding the following invariant to the entity Claim.

CONSTRAINT 1
Entity Claim
Invar 9!cover : CoverRepairs(cover:cl = self ) 1

With this modi cation, the assertion now holds for the model.
At this point, it is natural to ask the stakeholders whether the constraint of having
just one instance per claim holds for all goals. We do so, and they point out that it does
make sense to have several instances of RepairCar per claim. For instance, the customer
may contact several bodyshops in order to ask for prices (and consequently create several
goals) but only one of them ends up repairing the car (ful lling the goal). It may also
be the case that several bodyshops are involved in the repair of a car, and then several
RepairCar instances are ful lled for the same claim.
In order to make sure that the previous cases are possible in our speci cation, we
state them as possibilities for the RepairCar goal. T-Tool informs that they are indeed
possible and gives the example scenarios shown in Figure 4.3.
1

The notation 9! denotes that there exists exactly one instance.
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t1
rep1 arises
rep2 arises
 rep1.cl = rep2.cl = cl1
cl1 created
t1
t2
rep1 arises
ful lled
rep2 arises
ful lled
cl1 created
Figure 4.3: Example scenarios for Possibility 1

POSSIBILITY 1
Goal RepairCar
Creation
possibility condition
9rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = cl ^ rep 6= self )
Ful lment
possibility condition 9rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = cl ^ rep 6= self ^ Fulfilled(rep))

4.2.2 Assertion validation
In our example, an important goal of the Insurance Company is to avoid \unreasonable" claims, though it is dicult for the stakeholders to precisely de ne the concept.
Nevertheless, they are able to present particular scenarios that involve such claims. For
instance, they do not want to cover claims for which there is no proof (e.g., an invoice)
that the car was repaired. We state this as an assertion: if an instance of CoverDamages
for a given claim is ful lled and the car runs OK, then the stakeholders expect that a
repair has been done for that claim.
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t1
arises

cl1
created
car1
created
car1.runsOK ?
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t3

ful lled

 cov2.cl = cl1

>

?

 cl1.car = car1

Figure 4.4: First counterexample scenario to Assertion 2

ASSERTION 2
Dependency CoverDamages
Ful lment
assertion condition for dependee
cl:car:runsOK ! 9rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = cl ^ Fulfilled(rep))

We try the assertion in T-Tool; it informs that the assertion does not hold and
produces a counterexample. We will see how the counterexamples of T-Tool allow us to
modify the initial speci cation, so that the assertion holds.
The rst counterexample produced by the tool is given in Figure 4.4. It shows a car
that breaks at t1 and starts running at t2, but no instance of RepairCar has ever arisen.
The stakeholders point out that this situation is not possible in the domain, since the
only way of having a broken car running again is by repairing it. We add this fact to our
Formal Tropos speci cation with an appropriate invariant constraint to the entity Car.

Entity Car
Attribute runsOK: boolean
Invariant (runsOK ^ :runsOK ) !
9rep : RepairCar(rep:cl:car = self ^ Fulfilled(rep))
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We check the new requirements speci cation with T-Tool, and get yet another counterexample scenario to Assertion 2, as shown in Figure 4.5. The problem of this counterexample is that the customer makes two claims, cl1 and cl2, for the same car car1,
but with di erent insurance companies. At time t2, the goal cov2 is ful lled but there
is no RepairCar instance for its associated claim cl2. The domain invariant for Car
that we just introduced is not violated because an instance rep1 (associated to the other
claim, cl1) is also ful lled in t2.
The problem here is that damages are covered for a certain claim, while the repair is
done for another claim but for the same car. This situation might occur in real life if a
customer has policies at two insurance companies. When her car breaks, she can repair
it at one body-shop and attempt to get damage costs from both insurance companies,
clearly an inadmissible situation, at least in the domain we consider. A preliminary x
for this problem is to require the repairs for a certain claim to be ready at the moment
the claim is covered. This can be ensured by adding the following constraint to the
speci cation.

CONSTRAINT 2
Dependency CoverDamages
Ful lment
condition for dependee
9rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = cl ^ Fulfilled(rep))

With the new constraint, Assertion 2 holds.

4.2.3 Possibility check
The fact that an assertion holds for a certain speci cation does not necessarily mean that
the speci cation is correct. It might be the case, for instance, that the speci cation is too
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t2

ful lled
ful lled

 cov1.dependee = insCo1
 cov2.dependee = insCo2

>

 cov1.cl = cl1
 cov2.cl = cl2
 rep1.cl = cl1
 cl1.car = cl2.car = car1

Figure 4.5: Second counterexample scenario to Assertion 2
constrained and therefore leaves out scenarios that would otherwise be counterexamples
to the assertion. In Formal Tropos we can test whether reasonable scenarios are possible
by performing a possibility check.
For instance, in our case study it is possible that a car is so damaged after an accident
that it is impossible to repair. The insurance company is still responsible for covering
the damages, and the customer might use that money to buy another car. Therefore, we
would like to check that an scenario in which damages are eventually covered but the car
never runs OK again (is broken forever) is admissible in our speci cation.

POSSIBILITY 2
Dependency CoverDamages
Creation
possibility condition for depender
Fulfilled(self ) ^ :cl:car:runsOK
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t3

ful lled
 cov1.cl = cl1

?

?  cl1.car = car1

Figure 4.6: Example scenario for Possibility 2
Unfortunately, T-Tool informs that there is no scenario of the speci cation that accounts for this possibility. The problem is found in Constraint 2, which is too strong.
We replace it with a constraint that allows for the possibility of having cars that break
forever.

CONSTRAINT 3
Dependency CoverDamages
Ful lment
condition for dependee
9rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = cl ^ Fulfilled(rep)) _ :cl:car:runsOK
With this addition, Possibility 2 is now admissible in the speci cation. An example
scenario given by the tool is shown in Figure 4.6

4.2.4 Detecting an incorrect possibility speci cation
In the next step, the stakeholders present an scenario that had been completely ignored
so far. There are cases in which the insurance company covers damages for a car, even if
the car does not run OK, as long as it makes sure that the car will be eventually repaired.
The following is a preliminary speci cation of this possibility.
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 cov2.cl = rep1.cl = rep2.cl = cl1
 cl1.car = car1
Figure 4.7: Example scenario for Possibility 3

POSSIBILITY 3
Dependency CoverDamages
Ful lment
possibility condition for depender
:cl:car:runsOK ^ 9rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = cl ^ JustFulfilled(rep))

When we add this possibility, we expect that the tool complains. The reason is that
we believe that the possibility should not exist for our speci cation. This is because the
ful llment constraint for CoverDamages forces either a RepairCar instance to exist or the
car to break forever. Before we start xing the speci cation to allow for this possibility,
we check that it is indeed incompatible with the current speci cation. As expected,
T-Tool informs that the possibility does not exist for scenarios with one instance of
RepairCar. Surprisingly, however, it presents an example scenario with two instances of
RepairCar, as shown in Figure 4.7.
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The scenario satis es the speci cation of Possibility 3. However, it does not depict
the problem that the stakeholders had in mind. This is because although rep1 is ful lled
after cov2, this is deemed irrelevant by the fact that another RepairCar instance (rep2)
had been previously ful lled. Therefore, our speci cation of Possibility 3 was not correct,
and we x it in order to consider only those scenarios in which no RepairCar instance
is ful lled before its corresponding CoverDamages goal.

POSSIBILITY 4
Dependency CoverDamages
Ful lment
possibility condition for depender
:cl:car:runsOK ^ 9rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = cl^
JustFulfilled(rep)) ^ 8rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = cl ! :Fulfilled(rep))
As we were expecting, the newly formulated possibility is not admissible for the
speci cation. Notice that, this time, an scenario proposed by T-Tool allowed us to
x a speci cation error, rather than an incorrect assumption or requirement from the
stakeholders.

4.2.5 Detecting an incorrect constraint speci cation
In order to allow Possibility 4 to occur, we weaken Constraint 3 so that it just requires
a RepairCar instance to be eventually ful lled.

CONSTRAINT 4
Dependency CoverDamages
Ful lment
condition for dependee
9rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = cl ^ Fulfilled(rep)) _ :cl:car:runsOK
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t2
ful lled
ful lled

>

 cov2.cl = rep1.cl = cl1
 cl1.car = car1

Figure 4.8: Example scenario for Possibility 4
With the new speci cation, T-Tool gives the example for Possibility 4 shown in Figure
4.8. However, we get an undesired side e ect. Assertion 2, which was made true at the
beginning of this example, gets false again after the introduction of Constraint 4. This
assertion stated that there must be a proof (e.g, an invoice) of a repair for a claim to be
covered.
The counterexample scenario is shown in Figure 4.9. In this scenario, Assertion 2 is
violated at t2 because the car is running OK, but rep1, the RepairCar instance for cl1,
is ful lled only at t4. But, how could the car be running OK at t2? The reason is that,
once again, it is possible to have a RepairCar instance for another claim, but the same
car. In particular, rep2 is ful lled at t2, but corresponds to claim cl2 instead of cl1.
This problem can be xed by replacing Constraint 4 with another one that ensures
that a car does not run OK until some RepairCar instance for the same claim has been
ful lled.

CONSTRAINT 5
Dependency CoverDamages
Ful lment
condition for dependee
9rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = cl ^ (:runsOK U Fulfilled(rep)))
_:cl:car:runsOK
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 cov1.cl = rep1.cl = cl1
 cov2.cl = rep2.cl = cl2
 cl1.car = cl2.car = car1
Figure 4.9: A new counterexample to Assertion 2
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Finally, all assertions and possibilities hold for the resulting Formal Tropos speci cation.

4.2.6 Conclusions
In this case study, we started with a simple speci cation and validated a number of
assertions and possibilities, such as:

 there is always a proof that the car was repaired when the damages are covered;
 claims may be covered for cars that are so damaged that cannot be repaired;
 claims may be covered even if the car is still broken, as long as it is eventually
repaired.
The process allowed the stakeholders to de ne constraints to their goals with more
precision. For instance, in the initial speci cation there was no ful llment constraint
for CoverDamages. The examples and counterexamples provided by T-Tool allowed the
stakeholders to discover this constraint, and to re ne its speci cation twice. It was also
possible to detect missing domain conditions, such as the invariant constraint on Car.
It is interesting to notice the interplay of scenarios along the case study. The stakeholders propose scenarios (either possibilities or assertions) and, if they do not hold,
the tool responds with a new scenario (an example or counterexample). These scenarios
might be useful to debug the speci cation (in case of an error or omission of the analyst)
or to trigger a revision of the requirements from the stakeholders. This revision leads to
the proposal of new assertions or possibilities, and hence to further iterations of this
process.

Chapter 5
An Intermediate Language for
Formal Tropos
In this chapter we present a translation from Formal Tropos into an Intermediate Language. This translation is intended to give a precise meaning to Formal Tropos speci cations in a smaller language, which allows for a simpler formal semantics. Furthermore,
the resulting Intermediate Language speci cation is more amenable to formal analysis,
since it removes the strategic avor of Formal Tropos and shifts the focus to the dynamic
aspects of the system.

5.1 The Intermediate Language
An intermediate language speci cation consists of a class signature, which de nes the
classes (or data types) of the system; and a logic speci cation, which speci es constraints
and desired properties on the temporal behavior of the class instances.
A class signature consists of a sequence of class declarations, where each of them is
as follows:
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CLASS c
a1 : s1
:::
an : sn

c is the name of the class, and the ai's are its attributes; si speci es the sort of
attribute ai. Sorts si can be either primitive (integer, string, date : : : ) or correspond
to class names. It is also possible to specify whether an attribute is optional or not.
The logic speci cation consists of a set of formulas organized as follows

 CONSTRAINT formulas, which restrict the valid executions of the system;
 ASSERTION formulas, which are expected to hold in all valid executions of the
system;

 POSSIBILITY formulas, which are expected to hold in at least one valid execution of the system.
The formulas are given in a rst order linear-time temporal logic with future and
past time operators. Objects can be created during execution, and therefore quanti ers
8x : s and 9x : s range over the objects of sort s that \exist" at a point in time. As a
consequence, free variables do not necessarily \exist" at all moments. The fact that a
variable exists might be stated in our logic with a formula such as Exists(x) = 9x0(x =
x0).
The logic includes the following temporal operators:

 f (next state)
 f (previous state)
 ~f (weak previous state)
 f1 U f2 (until)
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 f1 S f2 (since)
 f (eventually)
 f (sometime in the past)
 f (henceforth, always in the future)
 f (always in the past)
 f1 W f2 (unless, weak until)
 f1 B f2 (weak since)
 ( ^ )f (always, in the past and the future)
 ( _ )f (sometime, in the past or in the future)
The di erence between the weak and strong until operator is that, while f1 U f2
requires f2 to be eventually true, f1 W f2 allows f2 to be false forever, provided f1 stays
true forever. Similarly f1 S f2 requires f2 to be true sometime in the past, while f1 B f2
allows f2 to have been always false in the past, provided f1 has been holding from the
beginning of the execution. The di erence between the strong previous state and the
weak previous state operators will become clear in Section 5.1.1.
A model for a speci cation consists of a sequence of worlds, that correspond to snapshots of the system at di erent times (we use the natural numbers as the time domain).
Each world provides domains for the basic sorts and the classes de ned in the speci cation. Also, each world has to respect the signature, that is, if a : s is an attribute of class
c, then each instance of c has an attribute a in the domain of s.
A valid model must satisfy all CONSTRAINT formulas, since they are enforced on
all valid executions of the system. We say that a speci cation is non-empty if it admits
at least one valid model. We say that a speci cation is correct if the ASSERTION
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formulas hold in all valid models of the speci cation, and the POSSIBILITY formulas
hold in at least one valid model.
In the next sections, we will introduce a formal de nition of the syntax and semantics
of the Intermediate Language.

5.1.1 Formal de nition of the class signature
Monotonic domains
We have to deal with domains that change over time. This is a hard problem for rst-order
temporal logic, since it gives the possibility of mixing temporal operators and quanti ers
(see [vB95] for a technical explanation of the reasons).
The solution that we adopt is to force domains to be monotonic. That is, we allow
new objects to be created during the evolution of the system, but we do not allow already
created objects to be destroyed.
This solves the problem of combining quanti ers and future temporal operators. If we
say 8x : s: (x), where (x) is a formula that de nes some property of x, then we know
that all the objects x in the domain associated to sort s that exist at the present time,
will also exist in all future snapshots. Therefore, (x) makes sense in all such snapshots.
However, we do have problems when we mix quanti ers and past temporal operators.
For instance, for the formula 8x : s: (x), if x is an object in the current domain of s,
we are not guaranteed that x also existed in all past snapshots. The interpretation that
we give to formula 8x : s: (x) is hence the following: \for all the objects x of sort
s in the current snapshot, formula (x) holds only in the past snapshots where object
x existed". In this way, we restrict the scope of a (x) formula to the past snapshots
where all the objects referred in  existed.
The interpretation that we give to formula 8x : s: (x) is as follows: \for all the
objects x of sort s in the current snapshot, there is some previous snapshot where object
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x existed and formula (x) held". That is, in  we require  to have held in a past
snapshot where all the objects referred in  existed.
The possibility that some of the objects in a formula do not exist in a previous state
leads to two di erent previous-state operators. The strong previous state operator  is
true only if all the objects referred in  exist in the previous snapshot (and  holds in that
snapshot). Instead, the weak previous state operator ~f is true whenever some objects
referred in  do not exist in the previous snapshot (or if  holds in that snapshot). As a
consequence, in the initial state of the system, any formula  is false while any formula
~ is true.

Basic sorts and operations
Basic sorts correspond to the elementary data types used in the Intermediate Language,
such as integer, time, date, string, etc. We assume that a given set S0 of basic sorts is
de ned.
We also assume that a set of operations OP on basic sorts is de ned. Operation
op 2 OP can have one of the following signatures:

 op : s1    sn ! s
 op : P (s1) ! s
where the si's (the argument sorts) and the s (the result sort) are basic sorts. Also, the
number n of the arguments may be 0 in which case the operation is a constant; in this
case we write op : s. Operators can be de ned only for basic sorts; the de nition of a
more general class signature, that allows for generic algebraic structures, is left as future
work.
We assume that a xed interpretation domain D0s is associated to each basic sort
s 2 S0. Interpretations are also de ned for the operations on basic sorts, i.e., if op 2 OP
and op : s0   sn ! s, then IOP [op] : Ds1    Ds ! Ds is a function from the
n
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domains of the arguments to the domain of the result. According to this de nition, in
the case of a constant op : s, the interpretation IOP [op] is a value in the interpretation
domain of sort s, namely IOP [op] 2 Ds . Finally, the interpretation function is strict: if
any of the arguments is unde ned, the interpretation IOP [op] is also unde ned.

Class signature
A class signature speci es the classes that are present in a speci cation, together with
their attributes.
mand
A class signature is a pair  = hC; fAopt
c gc2C ; fAc gc2C i, where:

 C is a set of class identi ers ;
 for each class c 2 C , set Aopt
c describes the optional attributes of class c, and set
describes the mandatory attributes of class c.
Amand
c
While optional attributes might be unde ned, mandatory attributes must have a
value all along the life of their corresponding classes. In what follows, we will refer to set
mand
Ac, where Ac = Aopt
c [ Ac , whenever the distinction between optional and mandatory
attributes is not relevant.
The sorts S for a signature  are the basic sorts S0 and the class identi ers C ;
namely, S = S0 [ C (we assume that S0 and C are disjoint).
In the following, we will often refer to sets of objects X that are S-sorted. This
means that a sort s 2 S is associated to each object x 2 X . We write x : s whenever s
is the sort of object x; moreover, we denote with Xs the subset of X whose objects are
of sort s. We also assume that sorts are associated to the attributes of a class, that is,
the sets Ac of the attributes of class c are S-sorted. In particular, we denote with Asc
the attributes of class c of sort s.
An interpretation (or world ) for a class signature  is a tuple W = hfDs gs2S ;
fIc;agc2C;a2A i, where:
c
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 Ds is the interpretation domain for each sort s in the set S of sorts of the signature.
We require that Ds = D0s for each basic sort s. If c 2 C , then Dc de nes the existing
instances of class c in the world.

 If a : s is an attribute of class c, then Ic;a : Dc ! Ds is a function that, given an
instance of a class c, returns a value of the attribute a. This de nes the interpretation for attribute a of all the instances of class c in the world. If the attribute is
optional (a 2 Aopt
c ) the function is partial. Otherwise, it must be total.
We denote as U the set of all the possible worlds for class signature . Given a S
sorted set of variables V and a world W = hfDc gc2C ; fIc;agc;ai in U , a valuation of V in
W is a function  that associates to each variable v 2 Vs of sort s a value in Ds .

5.1.2 Formal de nition of the logic speci cation
Terms
We now de ne the set of terms T;V on the class signature  and on the S-sorted set
of variables V. As terms are sorted, we rather de ne the classes Ts;V of terms of sort
s 2 S .

 If x 2 Vs then x 2 Ts;V .
 If op 2 OP , op : s1 sn ! s and ti 2 Ts;V for i = 1; : : : ; n, then op(t1; : : : ; tn) 2
Ts;V .
i

 If opy 2 OP , opy : P (s1) ! s, f 2 F;V and f introduces a free variable y, then
opy (ff g) 2 Ts;V .
 If c 2 C is a class sort, a 2 Asc is an attribute of c of sort s, and t 2 Tc;V , then
t:a 2 Ts;V .
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Given a term t 2 Ts;V , an interpretation W 2 U , and a valuation  of V in W , we
can de ne an interpretation of IW ;[t] of term t as an element of Ds .

 If x 2 Vs then IW ; [x] = (x).
 If op : s1    sn ! s and ti 2 Ts;V for i = 1; : : : ; n, then
i

{ IW ; [op(t1; : : : ; tn)] = IOP [op](IW ; [t1]; : : : ; IW ;[tn]): if t1; t2 : : : tn are dened.

{ Otherwise, IW ; [op(t1; : : : ; tn)] is unde ned.
 If opy : P (s1) ! s, f 2 F;V and f introduces a free variable y, then
IW ;[opy (ff g)] = IOP [opy ](fy0 2 s1 : R; [y := y0] j= f (y)g)
 If c 2 C is a class sort, a 2 Asc is an attribute of c of sort s, and t 2 Tc;V , then
{ IW ; [t:a] = Ic;a(IW ;[t]), if IW ; [t] is de ned.
{ IW ; [t:a] is unde ned if IW ;[t] is unde ned.
The third item deserves further explanation. The operator opy will be applied to a
set of values. This set consists of all possible instantiations for free variable y such that
the formula f (y) holds. For example, in the following expression,

8cl0 : Claim (y(9rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = cl0 ^ y = rep:amount))  1000)
the variable y represents the amount of all RepairCar instances for a claim cl0. The
operator produces the sum of all such instances.

Formulae
The formulae F;V on the class signature  and on the S -sorted set of variables V are
de ned as follows.
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 tt 2 F;V .
 If t 2 Tboolean
;V , then t 2 F;V .
 If t1; t2 2 Ts;V for some sort s, then t1 = t2 2 F;V .
 If f; f1; f2 2 F;V , then also :f; f1 ^ f2 2 F;V .
 If f; f1; f2 2 F;V the also f; f; f1 U f2; f1 S f2 2 F;V .
 If f 2 F;V with V0 = V[x : s] then 8x : s: f 2 F;V .
0

In the de nition above, we have represented with V[x : s] the S -sorted set obtained
from V by setting the sort of variable x to s.
We de ne as FVf the free variables of a formula f , i.e., the set of the variables x
that appear in f outside the scope of a 8x : s quanti er. The closed formulae F for
signature  are the formulae in F;;.
The following syntactic abbreviations are also de ned:



def

= :tt

 f1 _ f2 def
= :(:f1 ^ :f2)
 f1 ! f2 def
= :f1 _ f2
 f1 $ f2 def
= (f1 ! f2) ^ (f2 ! f1)
 9x : s: f def
= :(8x : s: :f )
 f def
= tt U f
 f def
= ::f
 f1 W f2 def
= f1 _ (f1 U f2)
 ~f def
= :  :f
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 f def
= tt S f
 f def
= ::f
 f1 B f2 def
= f1 _ (f1 S f2)
 ~f def
= :  :f
 ( ^ )f def
= f ^ f
Formulae are interpreted on runs. A run R is an in nite sequence of worlds W0; W1; : : : .
Since domains are monotonic, if Wi = hfDic gc ; fIi;c;agc;ai, then Dic  Dic+1 for all i.
Let R = W0; W1; : : : be a run. Now we de ne when a formula f holds at position i
of R, according to valuation , written R; i;  j= f .

 R; i;  j= tt .
 R; i;  j= t for t 2 Tboolean
if and only if IW ;[t] = true.
;V
i

 R; i;  j= t1=t2 for t1; t2 2 Ts;V if and only if IW ; [t1] = IW ; [t2], and IW ; [t1]
and IW ;[t2] are de ned.
i

i

i

i

 R; i;  j= :f if not R; i;  j= f .
 R; i;  j= f1 ^ f2 if R; i;  j= f1 and R; i;  j= f2.
 R; i;  j= f if R; i+1;  j= f .
 R; i;  j= f1 U f2 if there is some j , with i  j , such that R; j;  j= f2 and, for each
l with i  l < j , R; l;  j= f1.
 R; i;  j= f if i > 0, (v) 2 Dis?1 for each v : s 2 FV(f ), and R; i?1;  j= f .
 R; i;  j= f1 S f2 if there is some j , with j  i, such that R; j;  j= f2 and, for
each l with j < l  i, it holds that R; l;  j= f1. Furthermore, (v) 2 Djs , and
(v) 2 Dls for each v : s 2 FV(f ).
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 R; i;  j= 8x : s: f if, for each d 2 Dis , R; i; [x := d] j= f .
In the de nition above we have represented with [x := d] the valuation obtained from
 by assigning value d to variable x.
We say that formula f holds for R, according to valuation , written R;  j= f , if
and only if R; 0;  j= f .
If f is a closed formula, then we say that f holds at position i of R, written R; i j= f ,
if and only if R; i; ; j= f .
Finally, if f is a closed formula, then we say that f holds for R, written R j= f , if
and only if R; 0; ; j= f .

5.1.3 Formal de nition of an Intermediate Language speci cation
Having de ned all the appropriate elements, we can now give the formal de nition for
an Intermediate Language Speci cation.
A speci cation in the Intermediate Language is a tuple S = h; C ; A; Pi, where:

  is a class signature;
 C is a set of closed formulae on signature , that specify the runs that are allowed
in the valid models;

 A is a set of closed formulae on signature , that specify properties that are expected to hold on all runs of the valid models.

 P is a set of closed formulae on signature , that specify properties that are expected to hold on at least one run of a valid model.
A model for speci cation S = h; C ; A; Pi is a run R such that, for each f 2 C ,
R; i j= f at all times i.
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A speci cation S is empty (or unsatis able) if it admits no model.
An assertion f 2 A is correct if R; i j= f holds for each model R of S at all times
i. If assertion f is not correct, then a counterexample for f is a model R of S such that
R; i 6j= f .
A possibility f 2 P is correct if R; i j= f holds for a model R of S at some time i. If
possibility f is correct, then an example for f is a model such that R; i j= f .
A speci cation S is correct if all its assertions f 2 A, and all its possibilities f 2 P
are correct. Clearly, we are interested in speci cations that are both non-empty and
correct.

5.2 From Formal Tropos to the Intermediate Language
In this section, we present the translation from Formal Tropos into the Intermediate
Language. The resulting speci cation is a formalization of the semantics of a Formal
Tropos speci cation.

5.2.1 From the Formal Tropos outer layer
Class signature
Each Formal Tropos class (entity, actor, dependency) is translated to a corresponding
Intermediate language class as follows

Rule 1 (class signature) For each FT class C , add the following class to the IL class
signature

CLASS C
a1 : s 1
:::
an : s n
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where each variable ai corresponds to an attribute of the FT class, and each sort si denotes
the type of the attribute.

We also add other attributes which, although not present in the FT speci cation, will
be necessary for the formalization of its semantics. In particular, for each dependency
class, we add the boolean attribute fulfilled to make it possible to reason about the
ful llment of the dependency, in the way we show in the next section. Similarly, for each
actor goal g, we add an attribute g-fulfilled to the class of its corresponding actor.
The introduced attribute is treated basically in the same way as the fulfilled attribute
of dependencies. Furthermore, we include the attributes depender and dependee, which
should correspond to the actors mentioned in the Depender and Dependee clauses
of a dependency class. The only restriction for these attributes is that their sort must
correspond to an actor class.

Rule 2 (additional class attributes for dependencies) For each dependency of the
FT speci cation, add the attributes fulfilled, depender and dependee to its corresponding IL class. The two latter must be treated as if they were constant attributes
(and thus translated as indicated in Rule 6). For each actor goal g , add an attribute
g-fulfilled to the class of its corresponding actor. This attribute will be treated in the
translation in the same way as the fulfilled attribute of dependency classes.

Finally, we can use the de nition of the class signature to formalize the optional
facet for attributes.

Rule 3 (optional facet) If the optional facet is present for an attribute a of class C
mand
in the FT speci cation, then a 2 Aopt
c . Otherwise, a 2 Ac .
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Logic speci cation
Since it has less expressive power, an IL class signature is not able to capture the complete
semantics of the FT outer layer. For instance, the meaning of the constant facet has to
be given by appropriate constraints in the IL logic speci cation.
Some rules formalize aspects of the semantics of class instances that are implicit in
Formal Tropos. For instance, as explained in Chapter 3, we assume that, once ful lled,
dependencies remain in that state forever, regardless of the future evolution of the system.
This is formalized with the following rule

Rule 4 (ful llment forever for dependencies) For each class D that corresponds to
a dependency declaration in the FT speci cation, we add the following constraint

8d : D (d:fulfilled ! d:fulfilled)
A similar rule is used for formalizing the ful llment of actor goals.

Rule 5 (ful llment forever for actor goals) For each goal g of a class A that corresponds to an actor declaration in the FT speci cation, we add the following constraint

8a : A (a:g-ful lled ! a:g-ful lled )
The formalization of the constant facet is given by the following rule

Rule 6 (constant facet) For each constant attribute a of type t declared in class C ,
we add the IL constraint

8c : C 8v : t (c:a = v ! (c:a = v))
Notice that the rule also holds for optional attributes (if attribute a is unde ned, then
c:a = v is false). The interpretation is that the constant facet is only applicable after
the attribute has been given a value.
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5.2.2 From the Formal Tropos inner layer
We will now explain the translation of the properties of a FT speci cation into IL formulas. First of all, we should replace all FT primitives predicates by variables of the IL. In
particular, we replace the primitive predicate Fulfilled by the variable fulfilled introduced in the class signature; and the primitivepredicates JustFulfilled and JustCreated
by appropriate IL translations. Notice that we will continue using JustFulfilled and
JustCreated in the IL formulas, but they should be considered as just macros.

Rule 7 ( substitutions for primitive predicates) For every FT formula,
 every occurrence of predicate Fulfilled(d), is replaced by d:fulfilled;
 every ocurrence of predicate JustFulfilled(d), is replaced by
d:fulfilled ^ :  d:fulfilled;
 every occurrence of predicate JustCreated(d), is replaced by 9d0(d = d0^:(d = d0))
Second, it is necessary to translate the functions that appear in the Formal Tropos
temporal formulas into Intermediate Language operators.

Rule 8 ( substitutions for functions) For every FT formula,
 the occurrences of functions with a xed number of arguments (syntax op(t; : : : ; t))
are translated directly to the Intermediate Language.

 the occurrences of functions with an arbitrary number of arguments
opy (ft; x : sort; f g)
is replaced by the following Intermediate Language term:

opy (f9x : sort (f ^ y = t)g)
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As an example of the second item of the previous rule, the following ful llment
condition for CoverDamages given in Chapter 3

sum(frepair:amount; repair : RepairCar; repair:cl = cl ^ Fulfilled(repair)g)
would be translated as
y (f9repair : RepairCar (repair:cl = cl ^ Fulfilled(repair) ^ y = repair:amount)g)
Notice that y is introduced as a free variable.
Global properties can be translated directly after the previous substitutions

Rule 9 ( global properties ) For every formula  corresponding to a FT global property, add formula 0 to the IL speci cation, where 0 is the formula obtained by applying
rules 7 and 8 to .

Unlike Formal Tropos, the formulas of the Intermediate Language are no longer associated to a particular class. This has to be taken into account for the translation of class
properties (i.e., every property except global properties). We do this by introducing a
new variable c of the sort of the corresponding class, and relating all the attributes of
the class mentioned in the formula to this new variable. In the following, all the rules
that we add to the IL speci cation will be universally quanti ed on c if they correspond
to constraint or assertion properties, and existentially quanti ed if they correspond to
possibility properties.

Rule 10 (substitutions for class properties) For every formula corresponding to a
property of a FT class C

 every occurrence of self is replaced with variable c;
 every occurrence of a free attribute ai (i.e., ai does not appear after a c:) is replaced
with c:ai;
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In the rest of this section, we will directly denote with  the formula obtained after
the substitutions of rules 7, 8, and 10.
The previous substitutions suce for the translation of invariants.

Rule 11 (invariant property) For every formula  corresponding to an invariant
property of class C , add the following formula

8c : C 
9c : C 

if  is a constraint or assertion
if  is a possibility

The translation of creation and ful llment properties of actors, dependencies, and
actor goals is guided by the modality (e.g., achieve, maintain) and the property category (e.g., necessary, trigger). For a Creation condition, the FT property is simply
a precondition for the creation of an instance, and is translated in the following way.

Rule 12 (creation condition property) For every formula  corresponding to a creation condition property , add the formula
8c : C (JustCreated(c) ! ) if  is a constraint or assertion
9c : C (JustCreated(c) ^ )
if  is a possibility
The translation for creation triggers is more complicated, since we cannot reference
the attributes of instances that do not exist yet. In the next section, we explain the
rationale for this rule in detail.

Rule 13 (creation trigger property) For each formula  corresponding to a creation trigger of class C , we add the following formula, where a1; a2; : : : ; an are the
free variables of .

8a1 : A1; 8a2 : A2; 8an : An((a1; a2; : : :; an) ! 9c : C (c:a1 = a1 ^ c:a2 = a2; : : :c:an = an))
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The translation for creation de nition properties is a combination of the previous
two rules.

Rule 14 (creation de nition property) For each creation de nition property, add
the formulas of Rules 12 and 13 to the IL speci cation.

Since objects already exist when their ful llment properties are evaluated, we do not
run into the problems just explained for creation triggers. In fact, ful llment triggers
are just sucient conditions, in the same way as the conditions are necessary conditions.
The rules for de nition properties is a combination of the rules for condition and
trigger. On the other hand, modalities do play a substantial role in the translation of
ful llment properties, and we will give particular rules for each of them.
A ful llment property belonging to an achieve dependency is translated as follows

Rule 15 (achieve ful llment property) For each formula  corresponding to a fulllment property of a class C with achieve modality, we add the formula
8c : C (JustFulfilled(c) ! ))
8c : C ( ! c:fulfilled))
9c : C (JustFulfilled(c) ^ ))

if  is a constraint condition
or assertion condition
if  is a constraint trigger
or assertion trigger
if  is a possibility

Formulas of a maintain dependency are translated in the following way
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Rule 16 (maintain ful llment property) For each formula  of a ful llment property of a class C with maintain modality, we add the formula
8c : C ((c:fulfilled ! ( ^ ))) if  is a constraint condition
or assertion condition
8c : C ((( ^ ) ! c:fulfilled)) if  is a constraint trigger
or assertion trigger
9c : C ((c:fulfilled ^ ( ^ )))
if  is a possibility
Formulas for avoid dependencies are obtained from the previous rule by simply negating 

Rule 17 (avoid ful llment property) For each ful llment property  of a class C
with avoid modality, we add the formula
8c : C ((c:fulfilled ! ( ^ ):)) if  is a constraint condition
or assertion condition
8c : C ((( ^ ): ! c:fulfilled)) if  is a constraint trigger
or assertion trigger
9c : C ((c:fulfilled ^ ( ^ ):))
if  is a possibility
The achieve & maintain modality is a combination of the rules for achieve and for
maintain. The formula should hold at the present state ("achieve" part), and forever
in the future ("maintain" part). Notice that, unlike the maintain modality, the formula
does not necessarily hold from the beginning.

Rule 18 (achieve & maintain ful llment property) For each formula  of a fulllment property of a class C with achieve & maintain modality, we add the formula
8c : C (c:fulfilled ! ) if  is a constraint condition
or assertion condition
8c : C ( ! c:fulfilled) if  is a constraint trigger
or assertion trigger
9c : C (c:fulfilled ^ )
if  is a possibility
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The formulas obtained according to the previous rules should be treated di erently
according to whether they correspond to a constraint, assertion or possibility of the
Formal Tropos speci cation.

Rule 19 (constraints, assertions, and possibilities) Let S be an Intermediate Language speci cation de ned as in Section 5.1.3.
If a formula  belongs to a property which has the facet constraint (or no propertycategory facet), then  2 C , where C is the set of all constraints of the speci cation.
If a formula  belongs to a property which has facet assertion, then  2 A, where

A is the set of all assertions about the speci cation.
Finally, if a formula belongs to a property with possibility facet, then  2 P , where
P is the set of all possibilities for the speci cation.
An example of the translation
We will now illustrate the translation to the Intermediate Language using our case study.
Figure 5.1 shows the class signature that corresponds to the initial Formal Tropos speci cation used in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.1). Figure 5.2 shows the logic speci cation for the
CoverDamages dependency, which includes all the elements that were incorporated during
the analysis carried out in the previous chapter.
The rst formula of Figure 5.2 is an instance of Rule 6, and formalizes the fact that cl
is a constant attribute. The depender and dependee as a constant attributes (Rules
2 and 6) are omitted for lack of space. The second formula corresponds to Rule 4. The
third is the translation for the creation constraint (Rule 12). The macro JustCreated is
extended in this formula for illustration purposes. The fourth formula is the translation
for the ful llment constraint for CoverDamages obtained at the end of the example in
the previous chapter. The last four formulas are the translation for the possiblity and
assertion properties used along the example, and they all correspond to Rule 15.
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CLASS Claim

car : Car
CLASS Car
runsOK : boolean
CLASS Customer
CLASS InsuranceCo
CLASS BodyShop
CLASS CoverDamages
cl : Claim
ful lled : boolean
depender : Customer
dependee : InsuranceCo
CLASS RepairCar
cl : Claim
ful lled: boolean
depender: Customer
dependee: BodyShop
Figure 5.1: Class signature for case study
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[constant facet]

CONSTRAINT 8e : CoverDamages 8v : Claim(e:cl = v ! (e:cl = v))
[ful llment forever]

CONSTRAINT 8e : CoverDamages(e:fulfilled ! (e:fulfilled))
[creation condition constraint]

CONSTRAINT
8e : CoverDamages((9e0 : CoverDamages(e0 = e ^ :  (e0 = e)) ! :e:cl:car:runsOK )
[full llment condition (Constraint 5)]

CONSTRAINT 8e : CoverDamages(JustFulfilled(e) !
(9r : RepairCar(r:cl = e:cl ^ (:e:cl:car:runsOK U r:fulfilled)) _ (:e:cl:car:runsOK )))
[Assertion 1]

ASSERTION 8e : CoverDamages(JustCreated(e) ! JustCreated(e:cl))
[Assertion 2]

ASSERTION 8e : CoverDamages(JustFulfilled(e) !
(e:cl:car:runsOK ! 9r : RepairCar(r:cl = e:cl ^ r:fulfilled)))
[Possibility 2]

POSSIBILITY
9e : CoverDamages(JustCreated(e) ^ e:fulfilled ^ (:e:cl:car:runsOK ))
[Possibility 4]

POSSIBILITY 9e : CoverDamages(JustFulfilled(e) ^ :e:cl:car:runsOK ^
9r : RepairCar(r:cl = e:cl ^ JustFulfilled(r)^
8rep : RepairCar(rep:cl = e:cl ! :rep:fulfilled)))
Figure 5.2: Logic speci cation for CoverDamages dependency
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Discussion on the translation
There are some aspects to notice about the translation. To start with, possibility condition properties that are local to a class have a di erent translation than constraints
and assertions. In particular, while the former use existential quanti cation, the latter
employ universal quanti cation. As we explained in Section 5.1.3, the interpretation of
possibility properties is by de nition existential. This is because we de ne a correct
possibility f as one such that 9R:R j= f , where R is a model of the speci cation. Therefore, it is natural to impose an existential semantics to the possibility properties that
are attached to a class. For instance, in Chapter 4 the stakeholders stated the possibility that a car be so damaged after an accident that it is impossible to repair. It was
speci ed in Formal Tropos in the following way

Dependency CoverDamages
Creation
possibility condition for depender
Fulfilled(cov) ^ :cov:cl:car:RunsOK
In this example, it becomes evident that the analyst had in mind that there should
exist at least one car that breaks forever. The property is certainly not expected to be
true for all cars.
Another point is that creation trigger properties are not translated by adding the
formula 8c : C ( ! JustCreated(c)), which would be analogous to the the one for
creation conditions. The reason is that it is not possible to reference the attributes
of an instance c which does not exist yet. The solution that we adopt is to universally
quantify on the attributes of the instance rather than on the instance itself. According
to Rule 13, for each creation trigger of class C , we add the following formula, where
a1; a2; : : : an are the free variables of .

8a1 : A1; 8a2 : A2; 8an : An((a1; a2; : : :; an) ! 9c : C (c:a1 = a1 ^ c:a2 = a2 : : : c:an = an))
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We do not use JustCreated(c) in the formula because we want to allow cases in which
only the existence of an instance needs to be enforced when the trigger property holds,
but not necessarily the creation of a new instance. For instance, consider the creation
trigger of softgoal dependency KeepJob introduced in Chapter 3.

Dependency KeepJob
Depender Appraiser
Dependee InsuranceCo
Creation
trigger for depender
9app : AppraiseDamage(app:depender = dependee ^ app:dependee = depender)
The Appraiser expects that an instance of KeepJob be created whenever the goal
of appraising a damage arises from the insurance company. However, it suces with
creating the goal of keeping the job just once: the rst time that the insurance company
is involved in a AppraiseDamage with the insurance company.
Also notice that the 8-quanti cation is only on the attributes that appear in the
formula, not on all the attributes of the entity c. To understand our reasons, consider the
following example. Assume that we would like to say that all claims have a corresponding
CoverDamages instance, whose amount is initially greater than zero.

Entity Claim
Entity CoverDamages
Attribute cl: Claim, amount: Amount
Creation condition amount > 0
Creation trigger JustCreated(cl)
According to our translation, the formulas are interpreted as follows

8co : CoverDamages (JustCreated(co) ! co:amount > 0)
8cl : Claim (JustCreated(cl) ! (9co : CoverDamages (co:cl = cl)))
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The translation is perfectly reasonable; the creation trigger on one attribute does
not clash with the creation condition that initializes the other. Notice that if, instead,
we decided to quantify on all the attributes of the CoverDamages class (regardless of
whether they appear in the trigger property), we would obtain unreasonable results.
First of all, the formula

8cl : Claim 8am : Amount (JustCreated(cl) !
(9co : CoverDamages:co:cl = cl ^ co:amount = am))
requires that, for each claim there be (in nitely) many di erent covers, one for each value
of amount. Second, this formula clashes with the creation condition, which requires the
amount to be initially larger than 0.
The translation to the Intermediate Language makes it clear which aspects of Formal
Tropos have a characterized meaning, and which not. For instance, all dependencies are
treated in the same way, regardless of their type (resource, softgoal, etc.). In fact, the
current rules were devised having goal dependencies in mind. For softgoal dependencies,
the only thing we can say for the moment is that, since they cannot be completely
de ned, they will have triggers or conditions, but not both. We are investigating the
possibility of applying logics that make it possible to model the intentionality of agents,
such as BDI [RG95], or cope with di erent degrees of ful llment, such as multivalued
logics [Hun98]; they will probably give a better characterization for softgoals. With
respect to resource dependencies, it might be possible that they can be simply reduced
to goal dependencies. For instance, the resource Premium might be equivalent to a goal
ObtainPremium. However, we are not completely sure about this point and the exact
characterization of resources remains as future work.
Another point is that the agent-oriented aspects of Formal Tropos have not been
formalized yet. First, actor classes are translated exactly in the same way as entities, ex-
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cept for actor goals, which are essentially ful llment properties. Second, the attributes
depender and dependee of the dependencies do not have any special interpretation, besides the the fact that they can be mentioned in the formulas as any other attribute of
the class. Finally, the facets for depender, for dependee and domain, which denote
the origin of a class property, are simply ignored in the translation. We expect that in
the future, if we succeed to give an agent-oriented semantics to Formal Tropos, these
elements will play a more substantial role.

Chapter 6
T-Tool: The Formal Tropos
Validation Tool
In this chapter we present the technical aspects of the design and implementation of
T-Tool, the Formal Tropos Validation Tool. This tool allows the engineer to validate
Formal Tropos speci cations by performing formal analysis on its Intermediate Language
translation.

6.1 Model Checking vs. Theorem Proving
Traditional veri cation techniques in requirements analysis are based on theorem proving. The idea is that, given a logical theory (i.e., an axiomatization) of a system, we can
determine whether a property holds in the system by proving that it is a theorem in the
logical theory. For complex systems, this approach has some disadvantages. First, it is
often dicult to produce an appropriate logical theory that axiomatizes the system. Second, the proofs to the theorems are usually long, complicated and error prone. Despite
the existence of automatic theorem provers (e.g, [ORS92, GH93]), the process always involves some kind of human (and highly-quali ed!) intervention. Finally, theorem provers
do not provide any hints when we do not succeed in proving a formula. Therefore, it is
73
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not possible to tell whether the formula is false, or it is true and might have been proved
with additional e ort.
On the other hand, model checking [CGP99] techniques have a potential for fully
automatic, \push-button" veri cation. They are based on a much simpler problem of
formal logic: check that a formula is satis ed on a nite representation of a system; i.e.
one checks that the nite representation is a valid model for the formula. An additional
advantage of model checking is that, if a formula is not satis ed, it provides explicit
information in the form of a counterexample.
We decided to use the model checking approach for our tool. In this way, it is able
to provide fully automatic veri cation and to show counterexamples scenarios in case of
violation of desired properties of the system. Unlike theorem proving, however, model
checking techniques require the system to be nite. In our case, the consequence is that
we have to put an upper bound on the number of instances of each class of entities, actors
or dependencies that can be created.
The choice of the number of instances is a critical point. In our experiments, we
have seen that many subtle bugs appear only when more that one instance of each class
is allowed in the system. Consider for instance the scenario, discussed in Chapter 4,
of the customer that presents claims to two di erent insurance companies for the same
accident; clearly, this scenario requires us to allow for more than one instance of Claim
and InsuranceCo in the system. On the other hand, our experiments also show that
bugs usually become evident with just a small number of instances. In particular, all the
examples of Chapter 4 have at most two instances of each class.

6.2 NuSMV
Our tool is built on top of the NuSMV veri cation framework [CCGR00]. NuSMV is a
state-of-the-art model checker, based on symbolic representation techniques. Symbolic
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techniques [BCM+92] are one of the approaches (for others, see [GW93, CVWY92])
that have been developed to cope with the enormous state spaces that arise in realsize applications, also known as state explosion problem. Symbolic techniques represent
implicitly rather than explicitly the states and transitions that model the system. The
usual representation is an ecient encoding of boolean formulas known as Ordered Binary
Decision Diagrams (OBDD) [Bry92].
NuSMV has two components. One is the input language, that (implicitly) de nes an
automaton as a representation of the system; the other is a temporal logic language that
de nes (desired) properties that will be checked on the automaton.
The input language for the nite-state system can be decomposed into modules. Individual modules can be instantiated multiple times, and modules can reference variables
declared in other modules. State transitions in a model may be either deterministic or
non-deterministic. Nondeterminism can re ect events that are controlled by the environment rather than the system; or be used to describe an abstract model where some
details are hidden.
The logic language allows the expression of properties that will be checked on the
system. The properties can be given in either LTL or CTL propositional logic, and their
variables correspond to those declared in the input language. If a property is not true
in the automaton, NuSMV shows a counterexample trace, either in textual or graphical
form. It also o ers an animator for the interactive exploration of the automaton.
To understand the syntax of NuSMV, consider the example of Figure 6.1. Module
de nitions begin with the keyword MODULE. The module main is the top-level module.
The VAR statement is used to declare variables, whose type can be either primitive or
correspond to a module. Primitive types must be nite (for instance, we must declare
integer ranges rather than just integers); they can be either single valued (boolean, range
of integers, etc.) or multivalued (arrays).
The INIT statement gives the initial value of variables. The INVAR statement states
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conditions on the variables that should be true at all states. The TRANS statement gives
the transition relation for the automaton. The next operator is used to denote the
value of a variable in the next state of the transition. The keyword DEFINE introduces
additional variables that can be used as macros in the formulas. In order to force a
given speci cation to execute in nitely often, we can use a FAIRNESS constraint, which
restricts the attention of the model checker to only those execution paths along which a
given CTL formula is true in nitely often.
The logic part consists of a sequence of SPEC statement (for CTL formulas) or LTLSPEC
statements (for LTL formulas). In the formulas, the operators correspond to those of rstorder logic (& is used for ^, and | is used for _), and the future fragment of CTL and
LTL. In this work, we use only LTL; the operators are F (our ), G (), X (), and U (U ).
In the example, the state space of the system is determined by the declarations of
variables request and status. The initial value of status, given by the INIT statement,
is ready. The initial value of request is unspeci ed, so it can be either 0 or 1.
The translation relation of the automaton is expressed with the the TRANS statement,
which determines the value of the variables the next state (i.e, after the transition) in
terms of their values in the current state. In this case, if status is ready and there
is a request, the value of status in the next state will be busy. Notice that nothing
is said about the transition relation in all other cases; its behavior is assumed to be
non-deterministic.
The keyword LTLSPEC is followed by an LTL formula that will be checked on the
automaton. The intuitive reading of the formula is that whenever request is true, in all
possible future evolutions state must eventually become busy.

6.3 T-Tool
The use of T-Tool involves the following three steps
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MODULE main
VAR
request : boolean;
status : {ready, busy};
INIT
status = ready
TRANS
(status = ready) & (request = 1) -> next(status = busy);
LTLSPEC
G (request -> F (status = busy))

Figure 6.1: Example of NuSMV speci cation

 Formal Tropos : The analyst inputs a Formal Tropos speci cation, which is translated as explained in Chapter 5. Since there is a complete set of rules, the translation can be completely automatized. 1

 Intermediate Language : The Intermediate Language speci cation is translated into
an automaton speci ed in the input language of NuSMV. In the next section, we
explain the technical considerations underlying this translation. The automatic
translation of this step has been implemented as part of this thesis.

 Validation : The tool is used to perform the forms of analysis explained in Chapter 4:
non-emptiness check, possibility check, assertion validation, and animation. For this
step, we rely on the model checking algorithms provided by NuSMV, as explained
in Section 6.5.

6.4 From the Intermediate Language to NuSMV
Given the Intermediate Language speci cation and a bound on the number of instances,
the rst step performed by the tool is to synthesize a (symbolic) automaton expressed in
the input language of NuSMV. The states of this automaton respect the CLASS struc1 The implementation of a translator for this step has not been completed at the time of writing of
this thesis.
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ture of the Intermediate Language speci cation, and its executions are all and only the
executions that respect the CONSTRAINT formulas. An example of this translation
is given in Figure 6.2. It corresponds to a excerpt of the NuSMV translation for the
Intermediate Language speci cation of the case study of Chapter 4.
In the following subsections, we explain the di erent techniques applied by T-Tool
in order to translate an Intermediate Language speci cation into the NuSMV input
language.

6.4.1 Translation of the class signature
Each class of the Intermediate Language should be translated into a MODULE declaration
in NuSMV. Unlike the Intermediate Language, in NuSMV it is necessary to declare all
the instances that might exist in the system. We do this with a global array for each
class of the Intermediate Language. For example, the following is a declaration for some
instances used in the Insurance Company case study, assuming two instances of each
class.
MODULE
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR

main
coverDamages : array 1..2 of CoverDamages;
customer : array 1..2 of Customer;
insuranceCo : array 1..2 of InsuranceCo;
claim : array 1..2 of Claim;
car : array 1..2 of Car;

NuSMV does not support the concept of pointer that exists in most programming
languages. We simulate it by interpreting non-primitive sorts as ranges over array indices.
So, for instance, the MODULE for CoverDamages can be translated as
MODULE
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR

CoverDamages
cl : 1..2;
exists : boolean;
fulfilled : boolean;
depender : 1..2;
dependee : 1..2;
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MODULE Claim
VAR car : 1..1;
VAR exists : boolean;
MODULE Car
VAR runsOK : boolean;
VAR exists : boolean;
MODULE Customer
VAR exists : boolean;
MODULE CoverDamages
VAR cl : 1..1;
VAR exists : boolean;
VAR fulfilled : boolean;
VAR depender : 1..1;
VAR dependee : 1..1;
MODULE main
VAR coverDamages : array 1..1 of CoverDamages;
VAR RepairCar : array 1.. of RepairCar;
VAR insuranceCo : array 1..1 of InsuranceCo;
VAR customer : array 1..1 of Customer;
VAR car : array 1..1 of Car;
VAR claim : array 1..1 of Claim;
INVAR
TRANS
TRANS
TRANS
TRANS

claim[1].exists -> claim[1].car = 1 & car[1].exists
claim[1].exists -> claim[1].car = next(claim[1].car)
claim[1].exists -> next(claim[1].exists)
car[1].exists -> next(car[1].exists)
customer[1].exists -> next(customer[1].exists)

INVAR coverDamages[1].exists -> coverDamages[1].cl = 1 & claim[1].exists
TRANS (coverDamages[1].exists & coverDamages[1].fulfilled) ->
next(coverDamages[1].fulfilled))
TRANS (!coverDamages[1].exists & next(coverDamages[1].exists))
-> (next(coverDamages[1].cl = 1 & claim[1].car = 1 & car[1].runsOK)
LTLSPEC

G ((coverDamages[1].exists -> coverDamages[1].exists & !
Y coverDamages[1].exists -> F (coverDamages[1].cl = 1 &
claim[1].exists & ! Y claim[1].exists))

SPEC ! EG 1

Figure 6.2: Excerpt of a translation from the Intermediate Language
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Since object references are no longer pointers but integers, we have to split terms that
contain more than two object references. For instance, assume we want to evaluate the
Intermediate Language term cover:cl:car:runsOK for instances cover1, cl2 and car3. We
can not translate it as cover[1].cl[2].car[3].runsOK. Rather, we have to interpret it
as cover[1].cl = 2 & claim[2].car = 3 & car[3].runsOK.
It is important to notice that, although all possible instances are declared beforehand,
they might not \exist" (in the Intermediate Language sense of the word) at the beginning
of the execution. The variable exists is introduced for solving this problem, as we will
explain later.

6.4.2 Translation of the logic speci cation
The constraint formulas of the Intermediate Language logic speci cation de ne the valid
behaviors of the system, and constitute the basis for constructing the NuSMV automaton.
Each of these formulas should be translated into a sequence of INVAR and TRANS sentences
of NuSMV.

Modeling the Intermediate Language semantics
The semantics of NuSMV and the Intermediate Language are di erent. Therefore, it
does not suce with translating the constraints; all aspects of the Intermediate Language
semantics must be respected.
In particular, there are two aspects that we have to take into account when modeling
the semantics of the Intermediate Language in NuSMV. First, Rule 3 indirectly depends
on the Interpretation Function for attributes, de ned in Chapter 5. This function is
clearly not available in NuSMV; however, we can reformulate the rule as follows
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Rule 20 (optional facet) For each mandatory attribute a of class C , whose type is
not primitive, add the following constraint

8c : C (c:a:exists)

The rule ensures that a mandatory attribute exists all along the life of its corresponding instance. It can be readily translated into NuSMV by eliminating the quanti er.
For attributes of a basic sort, the solution that we adopt consists of adding a new value
undef to the domain of the sort. So, for instance, a boolean optional attribute would
have domain f0,1,undefg.
Second, we have to ensure the enforcement of monotonic domains. We do this by
inhibiting the destruction of objects, with the following rule

Rule 21 (existence forever) For each FT class C , we add the following constraint to
the NuSMV automaton

8c : C (c:exists ! c:exists)

Quanti er elimination
Since the formulas of the Intermediate Language are given in a rst-order logic, they use
quanti ers to implicitly reference the instances. In contrast, in NuSMV it is necessary
to give explicit references to the instances that might exist in the system.
The rules for quanti er elimination must have two points into account. First, array
referencing in NuSMV is limited to constant indices. So, for instance we can refer to
coverDamages[1] but not to coverDamages[i], where i is a range on the integers. As a
consequence, all instances of a class in a quanti ed formula must appear explicitly in its
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translation to the NuSMV input language. Second, the quanti ers in the Intermediate
Language are restricted to the worlds in which an instance exists; this has to be made
explicit by using the variable exists introduced in the MODULE for its class.
The rule for 8-elimination is as follows. Given an IL formula 8c : C , assume
that there can be up to n instances of C in the system. The corresponding translation to NuSMV is (c[1].exists ! (c[1])) & : : : & (c[n].exists ! (c[n]))2.
For instance, 8car : Car (car:runsOK ) would be translated as (car[1].exists !
car[1].runsOK) & : : : (car[2].exists ! car[2].runsOK).
The rule for 9-elimination is similar. Given an IL formula 9c : C , assume that there
can be up to n instances of C in the system. The corresponding translation to NuSMV
is (c[1].exists & (c[1])) | : : : | (c[n].exists & (c[n])).
The limitation of this approach is that the number of clauses in the translated formula
is exponential in the number of quanti ed variables. Obviously, this is a problem from
a space eciency point of view: the size of the resulting NuSMV speci cation might
be unreasonably large. However, this problem might be easy to solve. For instance, we
are planning to extend NuSMV with embedded capabilities for quanti er elimination.
On the other hand, the complexity is unavoidable in general from the computational
eciency point of view, as a consequence of the state explosion problem.

Tableau construction for LTL formulas
The CONSTRAINTS of the IL speci cation are temporal formulas; in NuSMV, however, all the constraints should be expressed as INVAR and TRANS sentences that de ne
the admissible states of the automaton. We make this translation possible by adapting
a synthesis algorithm already provided by NuSMV [CGH94].
The motivation of the authors of the synthesis algorithm is di erent from ours. In
2 (x) denotes the appropriate NuSMV translation of IL formula , where all references to the class
instance c are replaced by x.
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particular, it is used to extend the original SMV [McM93] { which provided only CTL
veri cation{ to allow LTL model checking, by showing that LTL model checking can be
reduced to branching time CTL model checking with fairness constraints. This is an
important breakthrough. LTL has proven to be more natural than CTL, since it is easier
to reason on linear histories rather than on a tree of possible worlds. However, most
symbolic model checking algorithms and veri cation tools are based on CTL, since it is
easier to check.
They give a translator to construct a NuSMV automaton that represents a tableau
for a given LTL formula f . They show that if the translation of f is added to a NuSMV
automaton, together with an appropriate CTL formula and a fairness condition, the
models of the resulting automaton are all and only those that satisfy both the original
NuSMV automaton and the formula. Their application for this procedure, however, is
di erent from ours. They use it for checking an LTL formula; we adapt it for enforcing
the formula as a constraint.
The tableau is constructed as follows. Let APf be the set of atomic propositions
in f . The tableau associated with f is a structure T = (ST ; RT ; LT ) with APf as its
set of atomic propositions. Each state in the tableau is a set of elementary formulas
obtained from f . The set of elementary subformulas of f is denoted by el(f ) and is
de ned recursively in this way:

 el(p) = p if p 2 APf
 el(:g) = el(g)
 el(g _ h) = el(g) [ el(h)
 el(g) = fgg [ el(g)
 el(g U h) = f(g U h)g [ el(g) [ el(h)
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Thus the set of states ST of the tableau is P (el(f )). The labeling function LT is
de ned so that each state is labeled by the set of atomic propositions contained in the
state.
In order to construct the transition relation RT , we need an additional function sat
that associates each elementary subformula g of f with a set of states in ST . Intuitively,
sat(g) will be the set of states that satisfy g.

 sat(g) = fjg 2 g where g 2 el(f )
 sat(:g) = fj 62 sat(g)g
 sat(g _ h) = sat(g) [ sat(h)
 sat(g U h) = sat(h) [ (sat(g) \ sat((g U h)))
They use sat to de ne the transition relation RT so that each elementary formula in
a state is true in that state as follows

RT (; 0) =

^
g2el(f )

 2 sat(g) $ 0 2 sat(g)

Figure 6.3 gives the tableau for the formula g = a U b. Each subset of el(g) is a
state of T . sat(g) = f1; 2; 3; 5g since each of these states contains the formula g.
sat(g) = f1; 2; 3; 4; 6g since each of these states either contains b, or contains a and g.
There is a transition from each state in sat(g) to each state in sat(g) and from each
state in the complement of sat(g) to each state in the complement of sat(g).
Unfortunately, the de nition of RT does not guarantee that eventuality properties
are ful lled. We can see this in the example of Figure 6.3. Although state 3 belongs
to sat(g), the path that loops forever in state 3 does not satisfy the formula g since b
never holds on that path. Consequently, an additional condition is necessary in order to
identify those paths along which f holds. The condition is that a path  that starts from
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a state  2 sat(h) will satisfy f if and only if for every subformula g U h of f and every
state  on , if  2 sat(g U h), then either  2 sat(h) or there is a later state  on 
such that  2 sat(h). In the paper, they prove that this condition is ensured if the CTL
formula EG true is satis ed together with the fairness constraint

fsat(:(g U h) _ h) j g U h occurs in f g
Deadend states in the tableau construction procedure
The de nition of RT can cause the tableau to have states with no successors, which are
called deadend states. For example, a state fa; a; :ag has no successors, because no
state is in both sat(a) and sat(:a). Because of the semantics of LTL, all the sequences
that satisfy a path formula must be in nite. Thus, if we remove the deadend states from
the tableau of f , no path that satis es f will be eliminated. Therefore, in the tableau of
f , we can safely ignore nite sequences that terminate in deadend states.
However, if deadend states are not removed, CTL veri cation is not possible in general. In particular, EGtrue, the CTL formula from the previous section, cannot be
checked. This is because the formula means that all initial states must have in nite
paths; consequently, an initial deadend state makes it false.
Instead of removing deadends, we overcome the problem by checking whether the CTL
formula :EGtrue is false. The formula checks whether there is no initial state with an
in nite path. If it is true, the automaton is not satis ed by any model. Otherwise, we
obtain a counterexample that consists of an in nite execution of the system, which is
precisely a model for the automaton.
Notice, however, that this solution is only for checking the CTL formula that we need
in the reduction of LTL formulas, not arbitrary CTL formulas. Of course, this is not a
problem for us since the Intermediate Language is based on an linear time logic.
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Past operators
The tableau construction procedure presented in [CGH94] is presented for the future
fragment of LTL only. Our logic also includes the past fragment, since we consider it
convenient for reasoning about requirements speci cations. Therefore, in this work we
adapted the tableau procedure to allow past operators.
It suces to give rules for the  and S operators, the others can be obtained from
them. The two new rules for obtaining the set of elementary formulas and the sat function
are

 el(g) = fgg [ el(g)
 el(g S h) = f(g S h)g [ el(g) [ el(h)
 sat(g S h) = sat(h) [ (sat(g) \ sat((g S h)))
The previous de nitions are symmetric to those for the future fragment. However,
instead of giving fairness conditions, it is now necessary to give initial values for the
elementary formulas. In other words, we have to give the value of sat explicitly for the
initial state. This is because, at any point in time, we have an in nite future but a nite
past (our logic is anchored [MP89] to an initial state). Therefore, while the only way of
reasoning about the in nite future trace is to give a fairness condition, it suces to give
initial conditions for the nite past trace.
Other tasks were also necessary in order to accommodate past operators. For instance,
we modi ed the grammar of NuSMV to include them: Y for , P for , H for , and S
for S . Furthermore, we had to cope with their semantics in the Intermediate Language.
As explained in Section 5.1.1, if any of the objects referred inside a past operator does
not \exist", the formula is false. We approach this by adding x.exists & : : : inside
the temporal operator, for each variable that is mentioned. For instance, (car:runsOK )
would be translated as Y (car.exists & car.runsOK).
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Formula translation
Based on the described tableau construction, the translation from an Intermediate Language formula to NuSMV is as follows.
First, we associate a state variable with each elementary formula of f . To do this, f
is expanded to a formula in which the only operators are _, :, , U , , and S . The parse
tree of f is traversed to nd its elementary formulas. If a node associated with formula
g (or g) is visited, then the corresponding elementary formula is stored in a list el list.
The translator declares a new variable ELXg for each formula g in the list el list. Since
atomic propositions are already declared, they need not be declared again.
In order to generate descriptions for the transition relation and the fairness constraints, we have to construct the characteristic function Sh of sat(h) for each subformula or elementary formula h in f . The translator builds these functions using DEFINE
statements, by traversing the parse tree of the formula and generating the appropriate
statements at each node.
Sh:=p;
if p is an atomic proposition.
Sh:=ELh;
if h is an elementary formula g or g
Sh:=!Sg;
if h = :g
Sh:=Sg1 |Sg2 ;
if h = g1 _ g2
Sh:=Sg2 |(Sg1 &SX (g1Ug2)) if h = g1 U g2
Sh:=Sg2 |(Sg1 &SY (g1Sg2)) if h = g1 S g2
The transition relation is represented by using the next operator of NuSMV. For each
g in el list, the translator adds a TRANS statement of the form SXg =next(Sg), and for
each g, a next(SY g ) = Sg . Furthermore, for each g, the translator gives an initial
value (we set all variables to be false at the beginning). The translator also traverses
the parse tree and generates the FAIRNESS constraint for each node associated with a
formula of the form g U h:

S

FAIRNESS ! gUh |

Sh
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MODULE main
VAR
a: boolean;
b: boolean;
EL_X_a_U_b : boolean;
DEFINE
S_a := a;
S_b := b;
S_X_a_U_B := EL_X_a_U_b;
S_a_U_b := S_b | (S_a & S_X_a_U_b);
TRANS
S_X_a_U_b = next(S_a_U_b)
FAIRNESS
!S_a_U_b | b
INVAR
S_a_U_b
SPEC
!(EG true)

Figure 6.4: Example of the NuSMV translation of a formula
Finally, the translator generates an INVAR for the formula f . The invariant simply
states that the variable associated to f (i.e, Sf ) is true in all states.
The check for non-emptiness is added at the end of the translation of all formulas. It
consists of a SPEC sentence that checks the CTL formula !EG true, which is expected
to be false and yield a counterexample of an in nite trace, as described in the previous
section.
We illustrate the translation procedure by applying it to the example of Figure 6.3 for
formula a U b. The NuSMV translation is shown in Figure 6.4. The translator rst determines that a, b and (a U b) are elementary formulas and generates the declaration for
variable EL X a U b in line 5. Next, the DEFINE statements of line 7 to 10 are constructed
for the characteristic funcions of sat(a), sat(b), sat((a U b)) and sat(a U b). The TRANS
statement in line 11 causes the transition relation of the tableau to be constructed, and
line 12 contains the fairness constraint for a U b. Line 13 enforces all states of the synthesized automaton to respect the constraint, in this case a U b. Finally, line 14 contains
the check for non-emptiness.
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car[1].RunsOK

coverDamages[2].cl

coverDamages[2].fulfilled

repairCar[1].cl
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State 1

0

1

0

1

0

State 2

0

2

0

1

0

State 3

1

2

1

1

1

State 4

0

2

1

1

1

State 5

0

2

1

1

1

Figure 6.5: A trace shown by T-Tool

6.5 Validation in T-Tool
Formal Tropos o ers a number of formal analysis techniques: non-emptiness check, possibility check, assertion validation, and animation. In Chapter 4, they were presented
from the user point of view; in this section, we explain them from a technical standpoint.

6.5.1 Assertion validation
We take the standard approach of model checking; that is, we check the ASSERTION
formulas against the executions of the NuSMV automaton. Unlike constraints, they can
be written directly in NuSMV, since it o ers the LTLSPEC clause. The only point that
is worth mentioning is that LTSPEC formulas are assumed to be anchored to an initial
state, whereas ASSERTION formulas are supposed to be valid at all points of the
execution. Therefore, when translating an ASSERTION to NuSMV, we must add a G
() temporal operator in front of the translated formula.
Whenever an LTLSPEC formula results false, the tool shows a trace that corresponds
to a counterexample scenario that violates the assertion. As an example, Figure 6.5 gives
part of the trace shown by T-Tool for the counterexample of Figure 4.5.
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6.5.2 Non-emptiness check
The non-emptiness check (or consistency check) checks whether there is at least one model
that satis es the speci cation. In our approach, this is checked with the CTL formula
EGtrue (or, rather, with the counterexample trace to :EGtrue) that we include during
the synthesis process explained in the previous section.

6.5.3 Possibility check
The possibility check checks whether the speci cation allows certain scenarios that the
stakeholder expects to take place. We check whether the POSSIBILITY formulas hold
in at least one trace for the automaton.
In order to explain the translation for POSSIBILITY properties, it is necessary to
understand the semantics of LTL in detail. LTL formulas are considered to be a subset of
the more expressive CTL* logic [EL86]. There is a distinction in the literature between
existential and universal LTL [BCCZ99]. An LTL formula is existentially valid i Ef is
valid in CTL*; it is universally valid i Af is valid in CTL*. Clearly, ASSERTION
properties have a universal interpretation, whereas POSSIBILITY formulas have an
existential interpretation.
The interpretation for LTLSPEC formulas in NuSMV is also universal. Therefore,
ASSERTION formulas can be translated directly. For POSSIBILITY formulas, the
solution that we adopt consists of negating the formula and checking whether it is false.
Speci cally, we add G ! (:) in front of the formula and include it as an LTLSPEC. If
the resulting formula is true, it means that the POSSIBILITY does not exist. Otherwise, the POSSIBILITY exists, and the trace presented by the tool corresponds to an
example scenario.
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6.5.4 Checking automatically generated properties
In addition to the formulas that correspond to Formal Tropos properties, T-Tool can
automatically generate and check ASSERTION and POSSIBILITY formulas for a
given Formal Tropos speci cation. These formulas are useful from di erent points of
view. First, they help the stakeholders and the analyst to detect errors in the speci cation. Second, they provide hints on how to reduce the number of instances necessary
for validating the speci cation, which is particularly relevant for alleviating the state
explosion problem.
Some of these formulas are:

 triggers must imply (necessary) conditions. While the violation of this rule actually
leads to an empty speci cation, it facilitates the detection of the cause of the
inconsistency.

 reachability test : for all achieve goals, there is at least one model in which the
goal is satis ed. This is important in order to detect goals that are irrelevant in
the speci cation.

 entity coverage test : test whether there exists some model in which all the entities
are eventually created. This is useful because in some systems there may be constraints that inhibit certain instances from being created at all; and we certainly
want to reduce the number of variables of the automaton that we model check.
For instance, in the example of Chapter 3, there is a creation trigger which states
that a KeepJob instance arises whenever there exists an AppraiseDamage instance
that satis es certain conditions. If there were no KeepJob instance declared in the
model, then no AppraiseDamage would be ever created, since otherwise the trigger
would be violated.
Notice that while the rst type of formula can be expressed in the Intermediate
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Language as a CONSTRAINT formula, the last two correspond to POSSIBILITY
formulas.

6.5.5 Animation
T-Tool allows the user to interactivelyexplore the evolution of the synthesized automaton.
Since the animation exhibits only the sequences of states that respect all the constraints,
the user gets immediate feedback on their e ects. Our tool uses the NuSMV Simulator
for this purpose, which allows two modes of exploration. In interactive mode, the user
decides on the evolution of the system at each transition; in random mode, a certain
number of transitions are performed at random by the simulator.
It is important to note that our approach to automaton synthesis (the tableau procedure) has some limitations in its application to the animation of speci cations. First,
the user might get annoyed if her execution ends up in a deadend state. This means
that the execution she has been monitoring so far is not valid on the system, and that
she should restart the animation. This problem can be solved by removing all dead-end
states of the automaton.
A more serious problem is that the automaton obtained via tableau construction
might have some unexpected properties. Consider the LTL formula a ! b, which
means that if a holds, b will eventually be true. In Figure 6.6, we give a subset of its
tableau (the states fbg, fb; bg and fa; bg are omitted). If a and b are initially false,
the tableau forces us to decide whether the initial state is 1 or 2. If the initial state is 1,
we keep in it forever; otherwise, the fairness condition leads the execution to eventually
reach a state in which b holds.
The problem when using the previous tableau for animation purposes is that it is not
reasonable to decide beforehand whether b will be eventually reached. Notice that if we
merge states 1 and 2, and we add a fairness condition a ! b, we get a model that is
appropriate for animation. We need to investigate whether it is possible to produce this
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Figure 6.6: Tableau with problem for animation
kind of models for arbitrary formulas.
The \desired" model and the one generated via tableau construction recognize the
same language, i.e, they are equivalent from an LTL point of view. However, they have a
di erent branching structure. For instance the CTL formula AG(:a ! (EXa ^ EX :a))
discriminates them: it is false in the rst model, but true in the second. For this reasons,
it is necessary to investigate whether the limitations of the tableau procedure are speci c
to our construction, or intrinsic of the usage of LTL formulas.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
We have de ned a formal language speci cally suited for the description of early requirements models, and a tool which supports its formal analysis. The novelty of our
approach lies in adapting Formal Methods techniques | which rely mostly on designinspired speci cation languages | so that they can be used within a framework for early
requirements modeling and analysis.
The main contribution of this thesis consists of showing that formal analysis techniques are useful during development phases that were once considered to be informal by
nature. In particular, we demonstrate that it is feasible to apply model checking techniques during the early requirements phase of software development. First, we were able
to verify interesting properties in a particular example which, although simple, is cast in
terms of the concepts used for early requirements. Second, the case study reveals that
interesting feedback can be obtained from the tool even for models with a reduced number of instances. This is particularly relevant, since the applicability of model checking
to models with a large number of instances is limited by the state explosion problem.
Clearly, the approach should be applied to more examples before a comprehensive
methodology can be de ned. However, from the experience gained in our case study, we
can suggest the following steps as a guide for the application of our approach:
95
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1. Produce an initial model of the system as an i* SD diagram.
2. Produce a preliminary Formal Tropos speci cation.
(a) Give a textual representation of the i* diagram, and introduce attributes and
non-intentional entities.
(b) Introduce creation and ful llment constraint properties informally.
(c) Give initial speci cations for the constraints.
3. Use T-Tool in order to correct and ne-tune the speci cation.
(a) Collect scenarios from the stakeholders.
(b) Write possibilities and assertions from these scenarios.
(c) Verify whether the possibilities and assertions are true for the valid scenarios
of the speci cation.
(d) In case of a false assertion or possibility
i. For an assertion, evaluate the counterexample scenario with the stakeholders. Detect a constraint that con icts with the counterexample.
ii. For a possibility, detect a constraint that con icts with it.
iii. Reformulate the constraint in order to resolve the con ict.
The approach does not attempt to be complete; rather, it aims to help the stakeholders clarify ideas about their own goals. Furthermore, it is defensive and iterative.
It is defensive, because T-Tool responds with counterexamples to invalid assertions, and
the stakeholders must answer back by either justifying the assertion or correcting the
speci cation. It is iterative, because there is a continuous interaction between the user
and T-Tool. This interaction is based on two di erent kinds of scenarios. First, the
stakeholders provide scenarios in the form of Formal Tropos assertion and possibility
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properties. Then, T-Tool responds with automatically generated scenarios that correspond to examples and counterexamples. The answers of T-Tool trigger a revision of the
requirements from the stakeholders, and may lead to the modi cation of the speci cation,
or the proposal of new assertion or possibility properties.

7.1 Future Work
The results of this thesis can be extended in several directions. The following is an
enumeration of some of the points that we consider should be pursued in the near future.

7.1.1 Case studies
 The approach should be applied to more complex case studies, in order to obtain
an exact evaluation of its scalability to real applications. It is also important to
overcome a limitation of our case study, namely the fact the we were simultaneously
playing the role of analyst and stakeholder.

 Experimentation should be conducted in order to characterize the limitations of the
approach in terms of the maximum number of instances that an analyzable model
can have. For instance, for our case study, we might produce a detailed evaluation
of the running time of the speci cation with di erent numbers of instances for each
class.

7.1.2 Scope of the approach
 The approach should be extended to consider the other phases of software development (late requirements, architectural and detailed design, etc.) in the context
of the Tropos project. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to incorporate new
concepts to our approach, such as goal decomposition, task dependencies, and goal
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operationalization. To this end, it might be possible to adapt some of the techniques
already developed in KAOS to our own framework.

 It is necessary to give a more agent-oriented semantics to Formal Tropos. For
instance, the underlying logic might be enhanced to cope with intentional operators,
as in BDI logics [RG95]. With respect to the implementation of the tool, it might
be interesting to investigate the possibility of representing actors as concurrently
executing NuSMV processes.

 The approach should provide heuristics that take advantage of the information
available in the initial i* diagrams. Some of this information (e.g, softgoals that
are impossible to formalize) does not appear in the Formal Tropos speci cation.
However, it can be used to provide guidelines to the analyst and stakeholders on
how to correct an speci cation whenever an assertion or possibility does not
hold.

7.1.3 T-Tool and model checking
 The user interaction aspects of the tool should be enhanced. For instance, at the
moment T-Tool shows the evolution of the system in the tabular format shown in
Figure 6.5. We are investigating di erent ways to make the traces produced by the
tool more readable to the users. A rst step might involve producing traces similar
to the ones shown in Chapter 4.
Furthermore, at the moment, the state exploration o ered by the animator and the
example and counterexamples shown by T-Tool are given in terms of the Intermediate Language; the user, however, expects to explore the system at the level of the
Formal Tropos speci cation. The tool should take care of performing this inverse
translation, and present the scenarios in a form that results convenient to the user.
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 So far, we have mostly adapted the veri cation techniques of NuSMV to the new
domain. However, there is much work to be done on adapting other techniques from
the Formal Methods community. For instance, we should consider the application
of compositional veri cation techniques (e.g, [PDH99]) in order to increase the
scalability of the approach to larger systems. These techniques attempt to alleviate
the state explosion problem by dividing the problem into modules, checking them
separately, and nally verifying that their combination results in a correct system.
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